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Asst. AD of Comm. .......................... Dan Wallenberg
Director  ....................................................Shelly Poe
Associate Director ............................... Leann Parker
Assistant Directors ........................Alissa Clendenen, 
D.C. Koehl, Jerry Emig, Kendra Lee, 
Danielle Warner, Adam Widman
Interns .............................Alex Morando, Brett Rybak
Web site  ............................ OhioStateBuckeyes.com
Main Office Phone  ............................. 614-292-6861
Women’s Tennis Contact ..................... Leann Parker
 Office Phone .................................. 614-688-0294
 E-mail  ................................. parker.387@osu.edu
 Cell ................................................. 614-266-4309
Women’s Tennis Student Contact ..........Brian Hoerst
 E-mail .................................... hoerst.10@osu.edu
Mailing Address  ............... 6th Floor, Fawcett Center
2400 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, OH 43210
THE BIG TEN 
CONFERENCE OFFICE
Asst. Comr., Media Relations ...........  Scott Chipman
 Phone  ............................................ 847-696-1010
 E-mail  ................................schipman@bigten.org
Women’s Tennis Contact  ...............Stephen Villatoro
 Phone  ............................................ 847-696-1010 
 E-mail  ................................. svillatoro@bigten.org
Fax/Web site  ...................... 847-696-1110/bigten.org
Mailing Address  ................... 1500 West Higgins Rd. 
Park Ridge, IL 60068-6300
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Location  .......................Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.5m)
Founded  ...........................................................1870 
Enrollment  ....................55,014 (Columbus campus)
Nickname  .................................................. Buckeyes
Colors  ............................................Scarlet and Gray
Mascot  .............................................Brutus Buckeye
Fight Song ......................................Across The Field
Conference  ........................................Big Ten (1913)
President  ......................... Gordon Gee (Utah, 1968) 
Faculty Representative  .......................... John Bruno 
(Pittsburgh, 1975)
GAME DAY MANAGEMENT 
PHONE NUMBERS
Facility Operations  ........................... 614-292-9450
Ticket Office  ..................................... 614-292-2624
Marketing  ......................................... 614-292-3672
Training Room  ..................................614-292-1165
Equipment Room  ............................. 614-292-1679
TENNIS HISTORY
First Year  ..........................................................1973
All-Time Record  ............................. 498-439-1 (.531)
Highest Big Ten Regular Season Finish  .T-1st, 2000
Highest Big Ten Overall Finish  ...............T-1st, 2000
All-Americans  .........................................................2
All-Big Ten Honors  ................................................20
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ..........................80
Home Outdoor Facility  ............ Varsity Tennis Courts
Number of Courts  .................................................10
Home Indoor Facility ................ Ohio State University 
Varsity Tennis Center
Number of Courts  ...................................................6
 
TEAM FACTS
Head Coach ........... Chuck Merzbacher, 16th season
Alma Mater, Year  .............................. Minnesota, ’87
Tennis Phone  ..................................... 614-292-6189
Tennis Fax  ......................................... 614-292-7158
Record at Ohio State (Years) ............... 224-171 (15)
Big Ten Record (Regular Season) ............ 83-70 (15)
Big Ten Tournament Record  ...................... 9-15 (15)
Career Record  ..................................... 357-234 (22)
Assistant Coach ........... Melissa Schaub, first season
Alma Mater, Year ...............................Tennessee, ‘06
Volunteer Assistant Coach  ................. Phil Zunshine,
second season 
Team Manager ....................................... Carrie Smith
Letterwinners Returning/Lost  ...............................7/2
Newcomers ..............................................................2
2009-10 Overall Record  ..................................15-11
Big Ten Conference Record/Finish  ............ 7-3/T-3rd
Big Ten Tournament Record  ................................1-1
NCAA Tournament Record ...................................0-0
ROAD REQUESTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s 
road matches to the host school’s sports information 
director.
PRACTICES
In the winter, the Buckeyes practice Monday through 
Friday beginning at 1:45 p.m. at the Ohio State 
University Varsity Tennis Center located on Henderson 
Road near Kenny Road. Their spring practice schedule 
starts at 1:45 p.m. Monday through Friday at the 
Stickney Tennis Center, which is located adjacent to the 
Woody Hayes Athletic Center on Olentangy River Road.
WEEKLY RELEASE
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, 
is available each week on the official Ohio State 
Athletics Department Web site at OhioStateBuckeyes.
com. Releases are not mailed.
RADIO/TELEVISION 
BROADCASTS
Any member of the media wishing to broadcast 
Ohio State matches should contact the athletics 
communications office at least 48 hours prior to the 
game.
PHOTO REQUESTS
All still photography requests of Ohio State players and 
coaches should be sent to Leann Parker in the Ohio 
State athletics communications office (parker.387@
osu.edu).
POST-MATCH PROCEDURES
No formal press conference is held after each match. 
Special requests should be made to the athletics 
communications contact prior to the end of the match. 
Requested interviews will begin about 10 minutes after 
the match ends. Players and coaches will be available 
by the courts or in a designated media area. A member 
of the Ohio State athletics communications office will 
assist with interviews.
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and match 
footage (if available), contact Mark Smith, manager 
of video services at 614-688-5359.
OHIOSTATEBUCKEYES.COM
This is the official Web site of the Ohio State Department 
of Athletics. Ohio State tennis releases as well as a 
wide variety of related tennis and athletics department 
information can be found on the web, including links 
to all 36 varsity sports.
PLAYER INTERVIEWS
Media wishing to conduct interviews with any member 
of the Ohio State women’s tennis team should contact 
Leann Parker in the athletics communications office. 
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Name  Year  Hometown Previous School Pronunciation
Kelsey Becker* So./So. Granite Bay, Calif. Del Oro
Kara Cecil** Jr./Jr. Plant City, Fla. Durant
Kelsey Dieters Fr./Fr. Shelby Township, Mich.   Rochester DEE-ters
Tiffany Dittmer* So./So. Hamburg, Germany Gymnasium Hochrad
Nicole Flower Fr./Fr. Upper Arlington, Ohio   Upper Arlington
Kelsey Haviland*** Sr./Sr. Dayton, Ohio Oakwood HAVE-uh-land
Noelle Malley* So./So. Kansas City, Mo. Homeschool 
Fidan Manashirova** Jr./Jr. Elk Grove, Calif. Horizon Charter FEE-don muh-nash-ah-rova
Gabby Steele** Jr./Jr. Cincinnati, Ohio Summit Country Day
* denotes letters won at Ohio State
COACHES
Head Coach - Chuck Merzbacher, Minnesota ‘87, 16th season
Assistant Coach - Melissa Schaub, Tennessee ‘06, first season
Volunteer Assistant Coach - Phil Zunshine, second season
Team Manager - Carrie Smith




The Ohio State women’s tennis team has shown the ability to sustain success and is now 
aiming to take winning to another level. Chuck Merzbacher helms the Buckeyes for the 
16th season and the program’s all-time winningest coach has the luxury of a seasoned 
upperclassman group and talented freshmen and sophomores heading into the 2012 
campaign.
The Buckeyes are a season removed from a record breaking 2009-10 season that saw 
the team break school records for wins (20), shutouts (10) and its highest Intercollegiate 
Tennis Association ranking at No. 17. That team finished the season with a 4-1 win over 
DePaul in the opening round of the NCAA tournament, notching the first NCAA victory for 
the Buckeyes since 2004. Last year, Ohio State accumulated a 15-11 record, including 
a 7-3 Big Ten ledger, to finish tied for third with Purdue in the conference standings. The 
finish was the best for the Buckeyes since taking second in 2004. 
Ohio State must adapt to the loss of Cami Hubbs and Paloma Escobedo. Both left marks in 
the program’s history books in singles and doubles. Hubbs finished seventh in singles with 
77 wins, while Escobedo tallied 66 victories to place 15th. In doubles, Hubbs and Escobe-
do wrapped up their collegiate careers at ninth and 12th with 82 and 79 wins, respectively. 
The duo played a part in 69 team victories over its four years with the Buckeyes. 
THE LINEUP
The squad returns seven from last season, including senior Kelsey Haviland, who was 
named Second Team All-Big Ten after downing a trio of ranked conference opponents at 
No. 1 in the place of an injured Escobedo. The junior class of Kara Cecil, Fidan Manashi-
rova and Gabby Steele has combined for 117 singles victories and 91 doubles wins over 
the past two seasons. The sophomore group of Kelsey Becker, Tiffany Dittmer and Noelle 
Malley tallied 25 singles wins and 24 doubles victories during the 2010-11 campaign. 
Freshmen Kelsey Dieters and Nicole Flower join the Ohio State program this season. 
Dieters, a native of Shelby Township, Mich., played No. 1 singles at Rochester High School 
throughout her career and recorded a pair of undefeated seasons before finishing with 107 
wins and two state championships. Her superb play led to a No. 1 ranking in Michigan and 
a No. 35 national ranking as a five-star recruit. Classmate Flower enjoyed similar success 
at Upper Arlington High in Upper Arlington, Ohio, as she earned the No. 1 ranking in Ohio 
following a 125-win career that led to a singles state championship in 2010. Both players 
earned National High School Tennis All-America accolades. 
Senior Kelsey Haviland joined an elite list of Buckeyes in 2011, becoming the eighth player 
to earn All-Big Ten status in singles following a 14-win effort. Playing at No. 1 in place of 
Escobedo, Haviland picked up a trio of ranked wins against Iowa’s Sonja Molnar (No. 114), 
Michigan State’s Amy Barton (No. 121) and Minnesota’s Natalia Pintusava (No. 74). 
Gabby Steele bested the 20-win mark in singles for the second-consecutive season with 
21 after leading the team with 25 as a freshman. The junior played as high as No. 2 in the 
spring, but shined at the No. 4 spot, earning a 9-1 record. The Cincinnati, Ohio, native’s ef-
forts in Big Ten doubles were unmatched as Steele teamed with Manashirova and Haviland 
to post a team-leading 8-2 conference ledger. 
Classmate Fidan Manashirova enjoyed her share of success during the 2010-11 season, 
leading the team with 27 singles wins, including a superb 8-2 record in conference action. 
Named co-MVP with Cami Hubbs, Manashirova led the team with 10 wins in the fall while 
riding a 14-match win streak from Nov. 5 to Feb. 26. The Elk Grove, Calif., native ended 
the season on a six-match unbeaten streak after downing Wisconsin’s Jessica Seyferth in 
the Buckeyes’ comeback victory in the quarterfinals of the Big Ten tournament. 
Junior Kara Cecil took the phrase “sophomore slump” and flipped it on its head, improving 
her singles wins from four as a freshman to 21 last year. Doubles was no exception as she 
improved from three to 17 a season ago. Her effort led to being named Most Improved on 
the team. The Plant City, Fla., native notched six singles wins and six doubles victories in 
conference play, including an upset of 117th-ranked Breanne Smutko of Illinois. 
Noelle Malley led the freshman trio with 11 singles wins in the fall and tied the team high in 
doubles with partner Kara Cecil with 17. The Kansas City, Mo., native earned a singles title 
at the Big Green Invitational in the fall before appearing in eight dual matches in the spring. 
Malley recorded wins against Big Ten foes Iowa and Illinois in singles, while tallying a 6-3 
Big Ten record in doubles with Cecil. 
Fellow sophomore Tiffany Dittmer used her first year on campus to adjust to not only 
life in college, but also life in the United States. The Hamburg, Germany native received 
the Coaches’ Award in recognition of her effort in the adjustment. On the court, Dittmer 
posted seven singles wins, including a pair in the spring at No. 6 against South Florida and 
Eastern Michigan. 
Sophomore Kelsey Becker notched seven singles wins and five doubles victories in her 
first year on campus a season ago. The Granite Bay, Calif., native was especially impres-
sive at the Ohio State Varsity Open in the fall, finishing runner-up in singles and claiming 
the doubles title alongside teammate Fidan Manashirova. 
A LOOK BACK AT THE FALL
Ohio State opened its fall slate by hosting the Muirfield Collegiate Tennis Invitational at the 
Country Club at Muirfield Village in Dublin, Ohio, Sept. 16-18. The Buckeyes combined to 
post 15 victories, including 11 singles wins. Freshman Kelsey Dieters earned her first col-
legiate victory against Claire McNulty of Dayton at the event. Dieters and Cecil notched an 
upset of 60th-ranked Fellerhoff and Shine from Louisville in consolation action. 
Malley led the Buckeyes in action at the Martha Thorn Invitational hosted by West Virginia 
Oct. 7-9. The sophomore scored four singles victories to take home the Flight A singles 
title, capped off by a win over WVU’s Emily Mathis in the championship match. The perfor-
mance earned Malley Big Ten Athlete of the Week honors Oct. 12, the first of her career. 
The Buckeyes followed up as hosts of the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional. Dittmer notched a 
pair of victories to earn a berth into main draw singles, while Cecil and Steele both reached 
the main draw Round of 16 before falling to opponents from Notre Dame and DePaul. Cecil 
teamed with Dieters to reach the doubles quarterfinals, as well. 
Ohio State closed the fall with a trip to Tempe, Ariz., for the Arizona State Thunderbird Invi-
tational Nov. 4-6. The team tallied six singles victories and four doubles wins at the event, 
which featured competition from fellow Big Ten schools Michigan and Northwestern. 
2011-12 SCHEDULE 
 DATE  OPPONENT LOCATION
Sept. 16-18 ..........MUIRFIELD COLLEGIATE INVITATIONAL ..... Columbus, Ohio
Oct.   1-3 ..................at WVU Martha Thorn Invitational .........................................Morgantown, W. Va.
 20-25 ..........ITA MIDWEST REG. CHAMPIONSHIP ............ Columbus, Ohio
Nov.   4-6 ..................at ASU Thunderbird ............................................................................Tempe, Ariz.
Jan.    15 ...................at South Florida....................................................................................Tampa, Fla.
 21 ...............WEST VIRGINIA ................................................ Columbus, Ohio
 21 ...............DAYTON ............................................................ Columbus, Ohio
 28-29 ..............at ITA Kick-off .............................................................................. Tallahassee, Fla.
 ........................vs. Florida State .......................................................................... Tallahassee, Fla.
 ........................vs. Texas A&M or Mississippi ..................................................... Tallahassee, Fla.
Feb.    4 .................SYRACUSE ....................................................... Columbus, Ohio
 7......................at Penn State ............................................................................ State College, Pa.
 10-13 ..............at ITA National Team Indoors ...................................................Charlottesville, Va.
 19 ...............TENNESSEE ..................................................... Columbus, Ohio
 22 ...................at Louisville .......................................................................................Louisville, Ky.
 24 ...............DEPAUL ............................................................. Columbus, Ohio
 26 ...............ARKANSAS ...................................................... Columbus, Ohio
March    4......................at Oregon ..........................................................................................Eugene, Ore. 
 18 ...................at Tulane .....................................................................................New Orleans, La.
 20 ...................at LSU ........................................................................................ Baton Rouge, La.
 23 ...............PURDUE ............................................................ Columbus, Ohio
 25 ...............INDIANA ............................................................ Columbus, Ohio
 30 ...................at Nebraska....................................................................................... Lincoln, Neb.
April    1......................at Iowa............................................................................................ Iowa City, Iowa 
 6 .................WISCONSIN ...................................................... Columbus, Ohio
 8 .................MINNESOTA ...................................................... Columbus, Ohio
 13 ...................at Illinois ......................................................................................... Champaign, Ill.
 15 ...................at Northwestern .................................................................................Evanston, Ill.
 20 ...............MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ Columbus, Ohio
 22 ...................at Michigan ...................................................................................Ann Arbor, Mich.
 26-29 ..........BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS ............................ Columbus, Ohio
May    11-13 ..........NCAA First & Second Rounds ................................ Regional Sites
 17-28 ..............at NCAA Championships .................................................................... Athens, Ga.
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KRISTY DASCOLI 1998-2001
• All-American in singles (2001) and doubles (2001)
• Two-time Big Ten Player of the Year (2000, 01)
• Four-time singles qualifier for the NCAA Championships
• Four-time All-Big Ten
• Big Ten Player of the Month  
(April ‘99, April ‘00, March ‘01)
• First in all-time singles wins with 104
• Fourth in all-time doubles wins with 93
• ITA Regional Player to Watch (1998)
•  Elected to the Ohio State Athletics  
Hall of Fame in 2007
MONICA RINCON 1999-2002  
• All-American in doubles (2001)
• Singles qualifier for the NCAA Championships (2002)
• All-Big Ten (2000, 01, 02)
• Big Ten Player of the Month (March 2002)
• Second in all-time singles wins with 101
• ITA Regional Player to Watch (2000)
• Three-time Academic All-Big Ten (2000-02)
• ITA Arthur Ashe, Jr., Leadership and Sportsmanship Award (2002)
• ITA Midwest Region Senior Award (2002)
A L L  A M E R I C A N S
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DOUBLES
2001 - Kristy Dascoli & Monica Rincon
Stone Mountain, Ga. (at Georgia State)
1st Round
 No. 26 Clair Carter & Llona Kordonskaya (Washington) 
 W, 6-3, 6-4 
2nd Round
 No. 7 Michelle Dasso & Becky Varnum (Notre Dame) 
 W, 6-0, 6-4
Quarterfinals
 No. 1 Lauren Barnikow & Lauren Kalvaria (Stanford)
 L, 6-2, 6-4
2000 - Kristy Dascoli & Monica Rincon
Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round
 No. 8 Lucie Dvorakova & Laura Zoldakova (TCU)
 W, 6-3, 6,2
2nd Round
 No. 13 Laura Granville & Keiko Tokuda (Stanford) 
 L, 6-2, 6-3
1999 - Kristy Dascoli & Briana Harris
Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round
 No. 3 Vanessa Webb & Karen Goldstein (Duke)
 L, 1-6, 6-4,7-6 (3)
1992 - Kelly Story & Abigail Villena
Palo Alto, Calif. (at Stanford)
1st Round
 Jennifer Lane & Pam Piorkowski (Boston College)
 L, 6-3, 6-4
TEAM
2010 Ann Arbor, Mich. (at Michigan)
1st Round ................DePaul ........................... W, 4-1
2nd Round ...............Michigan ..........................L, 0-4
2009 Evanston, Ill. (at Northwestern)
1st Round.................... ..........Kentucky ............................ L, 0-4
2008 Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round ................Auburn .............................L, 3-4
2004  Cambridge, Mass. (at Harvard)
1st Round  ...............Harvard .......................... W, 4-2
2nd Round ...............Kentucky ..........................L, 0-4
2003  Knoxville, Tenn. (at Tennessee)
1st Round ................Virginia ............................L, 0-4
2002  Knoxville, Tenn. (at Tennessee)
1st Round ................Alabama ..........................L, 0-4
2001  Athens, Ga. (at Georgia) 
1st Round ................Mississippi State ..............L, 3-4
2000  Athens, Ga. (at Georgia) 
1st Round ................Miami (Fla.) ................... W, 5-3
2nd Round ...............Georgia ............................L, 0-5
1999  Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round  ...............Louisiana State ................L, 2-5
1996  Champaign, Ill. (at Illinois)
1st Round  ...............Minnesota ........................L, 0-6
SINGLES
2002 - Monica Rincon 
Stanford, Calif. (at Stanford)
1st Round
 No. 7 Jewel Peterson (USC) ............... L, 6-2, 6-4
2001 - Kristy Dascoli 
Stone Mountain, Ga. (at Georgia State)
1st Round
 No. 24 Alison Ojeda (Tennessee) 
 W, 1-6, 6-3, 6-0
2nd Round
 No. 22 Anna Monhartova (Tulane) ..... W, 6-2, 7-6
3rd Round
 No. 15 Julie Ditty (Vanderbilt) ...... W, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3
Quarterfinals
 No. 3 Michelle Dasso (Notre Dame) 
 L, 6-3, 3-6, 7-5
2000 - Kristy Dascoli
Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round
 Teryn Ashley (Stanford) ....................... L, 6-4, 6-2
1999 - Kristy Dascoli
Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round
 Aarthi Vankatesan (Georgia) ............... L, 6-3, 6-0
1998 - Kristy Dascoli
South Bend, Ind. (at Notre Dame)
1st Round
 Ivy Wang (Harvard) ............................ W, 6-1, 6-3
2nd Round
 Julie Scott (Stanford) ........................... L, 6-0, 6-2
N C A A  C H A M P I O N S H I P S 
H I S TO RY
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L E T T E R  W I N N E R S
A
Adams, Lindsey ...............................2002, 03, 04,05
B
Barnheiser, Lori ..........................................1977, 78
Beaudoin, Ann ......................................1979, 80, 81
Becker, Kelsey ................................. 2011
Blackmore, Julie .............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Bowen, Taryn ..............................................2000, 01
Brown, Catherine ............................1982, 83, 84, 85
Bryan, Lindsay  ...............................2002, 03, 04, 05
Busch, Michelle ..............................1992, 93, 94, 95
C
Castro, Claudia ...............................1999, 00, 01, 02
Cecil, Kara .................................. 2010, 11
Chase, Melissa ...........................................1984, 85
Cheuvront, Michele .....................................1986, 87
Coleman, Kathleen .....................................1982, 83
Colglazier, Kristine ..........................1983, 84, 85, 86
Colville, Meaghan  .................................2002,03, 04
Corey, Lesley ....................................................1987
Corthell, Beth ....................................................1977
Custenborder, Kelli ...............................1980, 81, 82
D
Daniel, Stephanie .......................................1991, 92
Dascoli, Kristy .................................1998, 99, 00, 01
DeCamilla, Emily  ..................................2003, 04,05
DeCosmo, Michele .........................1986, 87, 88, 89
DiCarlo, Debbie ................................................1980
DiPastina, Angela ...........................2006, 07, 08, 09
Dittmer, Tiffany ................................ 2011
Dudgeon, Cortney ............................................1994
E
Epstein, Mindee ....................................1979, 80, 81
Escobedo, Paloma ......................... 2008, 09, 10, 11
F
Finucane, Ciara ..........................................2006, 07
Fisk, Erica  ......................................2001, 02, 03, 04
Flower, Kirsten ............................................2009, 10
G
Greene, Stephanie .........................1989, 90, 91, 92
Grimes, Leann ......................................1976, 77, 78
H
Harris, Briana ..............................................1998, 99
Haviland, Kelsey .................. 2009, 10, 11
Hepp, Mary Ann ................................................1963
Horton, Debbie ...............................1988, 89, 90, 91
Howard, Emily ......................................2004, 05, 06




Jones, Kathleen ..........................................1977, 78
Jordan, Kristen .................................................1997
K
Kanepi, Kadri ..................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Keesey, Christina ............................2007, 08, 09, 10
Kertis, Myerly ........................................1992, 93, 95
Kinning, Sara ..............................................2006, 07
Kinsey, Allison .................................1990, 91, 92, 93
Koplas, Monica ...............................1996, 97, 98, 99
Koran, Nancy ..................................1981, 82, 83, 84
L
Lance, Dawn ...............................................1980, 81
Leskovar, Jackie  ........................................2003, 04
Lohrer, Yvonne ...............................1985, 86, 87, 88
Long, Kathy ......................................................1976
Lucia, Chris .................................................1994, 95
M
Magid, Linda .........................................1993, 94, 95
Malley, Noelle ................................... 2011
Maloney, Laura .....................................1999, 00, 01
Manashirova, Fidan ................... 2010, 11
Martin, Katherine ........................................2000, 01
Martin, Vickie ....................................................1988
Marzluff, Amy ..................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Matko, Michelle .....................................1999, 00, 02
McCormick, Mary Kay ......................................1977
McCualsky, Dara ............................1978, 79, 80, 81
McFarlan, Lisa ..................................................1988
Messmer, Kristin .............................2004, 05, 06, 07
Miles, Kim .........................................................1985
Mitchell, Lucy ....................................................1985
Mitchell, Susan ...............................1987, 88, 89, 90
Mueller, Ally ......................................................2007
N
Nelson, Mary Ann .............................................1979
Nahuz, Carolina ..............................1995, 96, 97, 98
O
Ohlsson, Sheila ................................................1984
O’Keefe, Caitlin ...............................2005, 06, 07, 08
Olazagasti, Maria ..................................1977, 78, 79
P
Pervez, Sadhaf ...............................2000, 01, 02, 03
Peterson, Kristin .............................1984, 85, 86, 87
Prajescu, Silvia .................................................2005
R
Ridgeway, Marie Anne ......................................1988
Rincon, Monica ...............................1999, 00, 01, 02
Robson, Laura  .....................................1981, 82, 84
Rollins, Barbara ..............................1966, 67, 68, 69
Rosenberg, Elaine ............................................1976
Ruzimovsky, Sonia ...............................2005, 06, 07
S
Saunby, Linda .................................1981, 82, 83, 84
Saunders, Jodi ............................................1986, 87
Schubert, Laura ..............................1976, 77, 78, 79
Shaffer Keller, Barbara .............1947, 48, 49, 50, 51
Shah, Nidhi ...........................................2005, 06, 07
Shewalter, Ellen ................................................1976
Singer, Kerry ...................................1994, 95, 96, 97
Sommer, Ilene ............................................1977, 78
Splawnyk, Chrissy ..........................1994, 95, 96, 97
Steele, Gabby ............................. 2010, 11
Stewart, Wendy ....................................1976, 77, 79
Story, Kelly ......................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Sutherland, Sherrie .....................................1978, 79
T
Thillman, Christine ............................................1984
Turdo, Christie ......................................1981, 82, 83
V
Villena, Abigail ................................1990, 91, 92, 93
Vincent, Meredith .........................................2004,05
Volberg, Anna ..............................................2004,05




Walton, Susie .................................1977, 78, 79, 80




Williams, Lindsay  ...........................2001, 02, 03, 04
Wilson, Ann .................................................1976, 77
Wojta, Missy ...............................................1985, 86
Wright, Martha Jean ....................................1959-62
Y




Zimpfer, Meredith ........................................1997, 98
Bold indicates 2010-11 returnees
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H O N O R S  A N D  A W A R D S
BIG TEN HONORS
Big Ten Player of the Year
Kristy Dascoli ...............................................2000, 01
Big Ten Freshman of the Year
Kristy Dascoli .....................................................1998
Big Ten Coach of the Year
Chuck Merzbacher ............................................1999
First Team Singles 
Kristy Dascoli ...................................1998, 99, 00, 01
Kirsten Flower  .............................................2009, 10
Kristen Jordan ...................................................1997
Sadhaf Pervez  ..................................................2003




Kelsey Haviland ................................................. 2011
Second Team Doubles
Kelly Story/Dana Zanville ..................................1989
Yvonne Lohrer/Jodi Saunders ...........................1987
Kris Colglazier/Kristi Turdo ................................1983




Big Ten Player of the Month
Kristy Dascoli ......April 1999, April 2000, March 2001
Monica Rincon ........................................March 2002
Big Ten Player of the Week
Julie Blackmore ..................................March 4, 2008
Kirsten Flower ...............March 3, 2009, Feb. 9, 2010
Cami Hubbs ......................................March 26, 2008
Noelle Malley ..........................................Oct. 8, 2011
Christina Keesey ..............................March 21, 2007
Jackie Leskovar ...................................April 17, 2003
Lindsay Williams ..................................Feb. 26, 2004
Big Ten Championships
1974, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79
Note: The Big Ten officially began sponsoring 
championships for women with the 1981-82 season.
ITA AWARDS
All-Academic Team Award
2004-05, 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09 
ITA Scholar Athletes
Julie Blackmore .....................................2007, 08, 09
Angela DiPastina ...............................................2008
Kirsten Flower  ...................................................2010
Christina Keesey ...................................2008, 09, 10
Sara Kinning ................................................2006, 07
Kristin Messmer ...........................................2005, 07
Caitlin O’Keefe .................................2005, 06, 07, 08
Silvia Prajescu ...................................................2005
Sonia Ruzimovsky .............................................2007
Julie Voss ..............................................2006, 07, 08
Midwest Region Player to Watch
Monica Rincon ...................................................2000
Kristy Dascoli .....................................................1998
Arthur Ashe, Jr., Leadership & 
Sportsmanship Award 
Monica Rincon ...................................................2002
Midwest Region Senior Award
Monica Rincon ...................................................2002
Sadhaf Pervez ...................................................2003
Midwest Region Assistant  
Coach of the Year
Frank Polito ............................... 2002
AIAW CHAMPIONSHIPS
AIAW Singles Champions
Maria Olazagasti ..........................................1977, 78
AIAW Doubles Champions
Kovaleski/Barb Wetters ...............................1972, 73
Ann Wilson/Barb Wetters ............................1974, 75
Sherrie Sutherland/Leann Grimes .....................1978
Sherrie Sutherland/Wendy Stewart ...................1979
ANNUAL TEAM AWARDS
Most Valuable Player
Cami Hubbs/Fidan Manashirova ....................... 2011
Paloma Escobedo .............................................2010









Kristy Dascoli ...................................1998, 99, 00, 01
Most Improved Player






























Buckeye Power Club Award











Lindsay Adams  ...........................................2003, 04
Michelle Busch .......................................1993, 94,95
Julie Blackmore .....................................2007, 08, 09
Claudia Castro .......................................2000, 01, 02
Kara Cecil .......................................... 2011
Meaghan Colville ...............................................2004
Emily DeCamilla  ...................................2003, 04, 05
Angela DiPastina ...................................2007, 08, 09
Erica Fisk  ..............................................2002, 03, 04
Kirsten Flower ....................................................2010
Kelsey Haviland .......................... 2010, 11
Debbie Horton ...................................................1991
Emily Howard ........................................2004, 05, 06
Cami Hubbs ................................................. 2010, 11
Julie Johnson ...............................................1993, 94
Kadri Kanepi ..........................................1997, 98, 99
Christina Keesey ...................................2008, 09, 10
Myerly Kertis ..........................................1993, 94, 95
Sara Kinning ................................................2006, 07
Allison Kinsey ........................................1991, 92, 93
Monica Koplas .......................................1997, 98, 99
Jackie Leskovar  ................................................2003
Yvonne Lohrer .............................................1987, 88
Christie Lucia .....................................................1995
Katherine Martin ................................................2001
Amy Marzluff ..........................................1990, 91, 92
Laura Maloney .............................................2000, 01
Michelle Matko .............................................2000, 02
Kristin Messmer ...........................................2005, 06
Carolina Nahuz ............................................1997, 98
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Caitlin O’Keefe .......................................2006, 07, 08
Monica Rincon .......................................2000, 01, 02
Sonia Ruzimovsky .................................2005, 06, 07
Nidhi Shah .........................................................2006
Gabby Steele ..................................... 2011
Katerina Taiganides ...........................................1986
Abigail Villena ........................................1991, 92, 93
Meredith Vincent ................................................2005
Julie Voss ....................................................2008, 09
Lindsay Willams  ....................................2002, 03, 04
Meredith Zimpfer .........................................1997, 98
Ohio State Scholar-Athletes 
Lindsey Adams  .....................................2002, 03, 04
Ann M. Beaudoin ...................................1979, 80, 81
Kelsey Becker ................................... 2011
Kim Bell .............................................................1987
Julie Blackmore ...............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Taryn Bowen ....................................2000, 01, 02, 03
Catherine Brown ................................................1982
Michelle Busch ...............................  1992, 93, 94, 95
Claudia Castro .................................1999, 00, 01, 02
Kara Cecil .................................... 2010, 11
Melissa A. Chase ...................................1983, 84, 85
Kristine A. Colglazier ...................................1983, 86






Emily DeCamilla  ...................................2003, 04, 05
Angela DiPastina .............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Tiffany Dittmer .................................. 2011
Marcia L. Donaldson ..........................................1976
Erica Fisk  ........................................2001, 02, 03, 04
Kirsten Flower ....................................................2010
Virginia A. Gontero ............................................1980
Leann Grimes ........................................1976, 77, 78
Briana Harris ......................................................1998
Kelsey Haviland .......................... 2010, 11
Debbie Horton .............................................1990, 91
Emily Howard  .................................2003, 04, 05, 06
Cami Hubbs ................................................. 2010, 11
Julie Johnson ...............................................1993, 94
Christina Keesey .............................2007, 08, 09, 10
Myerly Kertis ..................................   1992, 93, 94, 95
Allison Kinsey .................................  1990, 91, 92, 93
Kadri Kanepi ....................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Sara Kinning ..........................................2005, 06, 07
Monica Koplas .................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Dawn K. Lance ..................................................1980
Jackie Leskovar  ................................................2003
Yvonne Lohrer .................................1985, 86, 87, 88
Kathy K. Long ....................................................1976
Chris Lucia ...................................................1994, 95
Linda Magid .......................................................1996
Noelle Malley ..................................... 2011
Laura Maloney .......................................1999, 00, 01
Vickie Martin ......................................................1988
Amy Marzluff ....................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Katherine Martin ..............................2000, 01, 02, 03
Michelle Matko ...........................1999, 00, 01, 02, 03
Mary Kay McCormick ........................................1977
Kristin Messmer .....................................2005, 06, 07
Laura Michel ................................................1979, 80
Lucy Mitchell ......................................................1985
Carolina Nahuz ................................1995, 96, 97, 98
Caitlin O’Keefe .................................2005, 06, 07, 08
Silvia Prajescu ...................................................2005
Marie Anne Ridgeway ........................................1986
Monica Rincon .................................1999, 00, 01, 02
Laura L. Robson ................................................1981
Elaine M. Rosenberg .........................................1976
Sonia Ruzimovsky .................................2005, 06, 07
Linda M. Saunby ....................................1981, 82, 83
Nidhi Shah .............................................2005, 06, 07
Gabby Steele ............................... 2010, 11
Traci L. Svete ....................................................1981
Katerina Taiganides ...............................1985, 86, 87
Abigail Villena .......................................  1991, 92, 93
Meredith Vincent ..........................................2004, 05
Julie Voss ........................................2006, 07, 08, 09
Nicole Votolato ...................................................1998
Susan L. Walton ................................................1977
Rebecca Webb ................................1981, 82, 83, 84
Ann E. Williams .....................................1980, 81, 82
Lindsay Williams  ...................................2002, 03, 04
Ann Wilson ..................................................1976, 77
Meredith Zimpfer .........................................1997, 98
Bold indicates 2010-11 returnees
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CAREER SINGLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .......Years
1.  Kristy Dascoli ................. 104-48 ...........1998-01
2.  Monica Rincon ............... 101-46 ...........1999-02 
3. Sadhaf Pervez ............... 99-51 .............1999-03
4. Maria Olazagatsti ........... 82-21 .............1977-79 
5. Christina Keesey............ 81-53 .............2007-10
5. Erica Fisk ....................... 79-73 .............2000-04
6. Linda Magid ................... 78-35 .............1995-96
7. Cami Hubbs ................... 77-41 .............2008-11
8. Angela DiPastina ........... 73-63 .............2006-09
9. Michelle Matko ............... 72-40 .............1998-03
10. Julie Blackmore  ............ 70-63  ............2006-09
11. Leann Grimes ................ 69-24 .............1975-78
12. Caitlin O’Keefe ............... 68-64 .............2005-08
13. Ann Wilson..................... 67-19 .............1974-77
14. Kristin Peterson ............. 66-49 .............1984-87
15.  Paloma Escobedo.......... 66-53 .............2008-11
SEASON SINGLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .........Year
1. Cami Hubbs ................... 36-7 ....................2008
2. Kristy Dascoli ................. 31-14 ..................2001
3. Monica Rincon ............... 30-11 ..................2000
4. Kristy Dascoli ................. 29-11 ..................2000
 Maria Olazagatsti ........... 29-6 ....................1977
6. Maria Olazagatsti ........... 28-6 ....................1978
7. Julie Blackmore ............. 27-8 ....................2008 
 Fidan Manashirova ........ 27-8 .................... 2011
 Sadhaf Pervez ............... 27-10 ..................2003
 Kristen Jordan................ 27-11 ..................1997 
 Sadhaf Pervez ............... 27-14 ..................2000
11. Ann Beardoin ................. 26-9 ....................1979 
 Michelle Matko ............... 26-11 ..................2000 
 Wendy Stewart .............. 26-13 ..................1979
CAREER DOUBLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .........Year
1. Wendy Stewart .............. 99-21 .............1975-79
2. Kelly Story...................... 94-59 .............1989-92
3. Leann Grimes ................ 93-22 .............1975-78
4. Monica Rincon ............... 92-60 .............1999-02 
5. Sadhaf Pervez ............... 90-47 .............2000-03 
 Kristy Dascoli ................. 90-50 .............1998-01
7. Abigail Villena ................ 87-44 .............1990-93
8. Julie Blackmore ............. 86-65 .............2006-09
9. Christina Keesey............ 82-49 .............2007-10
 Cami Hubbs ................... 82-58 .............2008-11
11. Yvonne Lohrer ............... 80-62 .............1985-88
12. Paloma Escobedo.......... 79-38 .............2008-11
 Erica Fisk ....................... 79-60 .............2001-04
14. Lindsay Williams ............ 76-45 .............2001-04 
 Angela DiPastina ........... 76-46 .............2006-09
SEASON DOUBLES WINS
Player ...........................Record  ........Year
1. Julie Blackmore ............. 31-10 ..................2008
2. Wendy Stewart .............. 30-5 ....................1979
 Monica Rincon ............... 30-17 ..................2001
4. Kristy Dascoli ................. 29-16 ..................2001
5. Monica Rincon ............... 28-10 ..................2000 
 Cami Hubbs ................... 28-11 ..................2008 
 Kelly Story...................... 28-13 ..................1991 
 Abigail Villena ................ 28-13 ..................1991 
 Michele Cheuvront ......... 28-16 ..................1987
10. Paloma Escobedo.......... 27-9 ....................2008
 Kelly Story...................... 27-12 ..................1992 
 Abigail Villena ................ 27-12 ..................1992
TEAM SEASON RECORDS
Most wins .........................................................20 (2010)
Fewest wins ..................................... 7 (1975, 1993, ‘05)
Most losses ......................................................20 (1982)
Fewest losses .............................................0 (1974, ‘75)
Most ties .............................................................4 (1981)
Highest winning pct. ...................................1.000 (1975)
Lowest winning pct. .......................................269 (2005)
Most matches played ......................................35 (1983)
Fewest matches played ....................................7 (1975)
Consecutive wins ..............................................9 (2000)
Consecutive losses .........................................10 (1991)
Most shutouts ..................................................10 (2010)
Most times shut out .........................................10 (1991)
Consecutive shutouts ..........................4 (1986, ‘02, ‘10)
Consecutive wins at home ..............................14 (2002)
Consecutive losses at home ..................... 5 (1991, ‘05)
Consecutive wins on the road...........................7 (1991)
Consecutive losses on the road .......................8 (1990)
Most wins at home ..........................................14 (2002)
Most wins on the road .....................................13 (1991)
Highest team ranking ......................................17 (2010)
Highest singles ranking .................... 19 (Dascoli, 2001)
Highest doubles ranking ........... 5 (Dascoli/Rincon, ‘01)
YEAR-BY-YEAR SINGLES WIN 
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(minimum 14 total matches)
Year Player ............... W-L ... Mtch ....Pct.
2011 Fidan Manashirova .. 27-8.........35 .......(.771)
2010 Gabby Steele........... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
2009 Kelsey Haviland ....... 14-6.........20 .......(.700)
2008 Cami Hubbs ............. 36-7.........43 .......(.837)
2007 Kristin Messmer ....... 11-3 .........14 .......(.785)
2006 Kristin Messmer ....... 20-13.......33 .......(.606)
2005 Sonia Ruzimovsky ... 22-14.......36 .......(.611)
2004 Lindsay Bryan .......... 11-4 .........15 .......(.733)
2003 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
2002 Monica Rincon ......... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
2001 Kristy Dascoli ........... 31-14.......45 .......(.689)
2000 Monica Rincon ......... 30-11 .......41 .......(.732)
1999 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-13.......32 .......(.594)
1998 Kristy Dascoli ........... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
1997 Kristen Jordan ......... 27-11 .......38 .......(.711)
1996 Kerry Singer ............ 17-7.........24 .......(.708)
1995 Linda Magid ............. 19-7.........26 .......(.731)
1994 Kerry Singer ............ 22-7.........29 .......(.759)
1993 Louise Johnson ....... 16-9.........25 .......(.640)
1992 Stephanie Daniel ..... 15-9.........24 .......(.625)
1991 Amy Marzluff ........... 20-15.......35 .......(.571)
1990 Abigail Villena .......... 18-7.........25 .......(.720)
1989 Dana Zanville .......... 13-9.........22 .......(.591)
1988 Debbie Horton ......... 20-11 .......31 .......(.645)
1987 Kristin Peterson ....... 23-12.......35 .......(.657)
1986 Jodi Saunders ......... 20-7.........27 .......(.741)
1985 Cathy Brown ............ 20-10.......30 .......(.667)
1984 Kristin Peterson ....... 17-7.........24 .......(.708)
1983 Cathy Brown ............ 17-8.........25 .......(.680)
1982 Becky Webb ............ 12-4.........16 .......(.750)
1981 Ann Beaudoin .......... 22-9.........31 .......(.710)
1980 Susie Walton ........... 16-9.........25 .......(.640)
1979 Maria Olazagasti ..... 24-8.........32 .......(.750)
1978 Maria Olazagasti ..... 28-6.........34 .......(.824)
1977 Ann Wilson .............. 17-3.........20 .......(.850)
1976 Laura Schubert ........ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1975 Ann Wilson .............. 20-1.........21 .......(.952)
1974 Barb Wetters ........... 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
YEAR-BY-YEAR DOUBLES WIN 
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
Year Player ................W-L ... Mtch ....Pct.
2011 Paloma Escobedo ... 12-6.........18 .......(.667)
2010 Gabby Steele........... 23-11 .......34 .......(.676)
2009 Angela DiPastina ..... 22-10.......32 .......(.687)
2008 Caitlin O’Keefe ........ 23-7.........30 .......(.767)
2007 Sonia Ruzimovsky ... 22-10.......32 .......(.688)
2006 Ciara Finucane ........ 22-15.......37 .......(.594)
2005 Meredith Vincent ..... 16-16.......32 .......(.500)
2004 Lindsay Williams ...... 24-14.......38 .......(.632)
2003 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 22-9.........31 .......(.710)
2002 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 25-9.........34 .......(.735)
2001 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 26-13.......39 .......(.667)
2000 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-5.........24 .......(.792)
1999 Kristy Dascoli ........... 23-15.......38 .......(.605)
 Briana Harris ........... 23-15.......38 .......(.605)
1998 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-14.......33 .......(.576)
           Briana Harris ............ 19-14.......33 .......(.576)
1997 Kerry Singer ............ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1996 Linda Magid ............. 20-8.........28 .......(.714)
1995 Michelle Busch ........ 17-9.........26 .......(.654)
1994 Linda Magid ............. 13-12.......25 .......(.520)
1993 Allison Kinsey .......... 13-9.........22 .......(.591)
1992 Kelly Story ............... 27-12.......39 .......(.692)
 Abigail Villena .......... 27-12.......39 .......(.692)
1991 Kelly Story ............... 28-13.......41 .......(.683)
 Abigail Villena .......... 28-13.......41 .......(.683)
1990 Abigail Villena .......... 18-7.........25 .......(.720)
1989 Susan Mitchell ......... 17-8.........25 .......(.680)
1988 Susan Mitchell ......... 21-19.......40 .......(.525)
 Yvonne Lohrer ......... 21-19.......40 .......(.525)
1987 Susan Mitchell ......... 26-10.......36 .......(.722)
1986 Michele Cheuvront .. 20-11 .......31 .......(.645)
1985 Lucy Mitchell ............ 16-12.......28 .......(.571)
1984 Becky Webb ............ 12-9.........21 .......(.571)
 Kristin Peterson ....... 12-9.........21 .......(.571)
1983 Becky Webb ............ 13-12.......25 .......(.520)
1982 Ann Williams ............ 10-7.........17 .......(.588)
1981 Linda Saunby .......... 17-11 .......28 .......(.607)
1980 Susie Walton ........... 18-8.........26 .......(.692)
1979 Wendy Stewart ........ 30-5.........35 .......(.857)
1978 Leann Grimes .......... 24-6.........30 .......(.800)
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1977 Leann Grimes .......... 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
 Wendy Stewart ........ 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
1976 Wendy Stewart ........ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
 Leann Grimes .......... 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1975 Ann Wilson .............. 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
 Barbara Wetters ...... 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
1974 Dru Ann Hancock .... 12-2.........14 .......(.857)
 LuAnne McDorman . 12-2.........14 .......(.857)
YEAR-BY-YEAR FINISHES
Year ......W/L ......Big 10 (finish) ....Coach
1973......... 7-1 ....................... – ...................... Raysa
1974......... 8-0-1 ............. (N/R) (1st) .............. Raysa
1975......... 7-0 ................ (N/R) (1st) .............. Raysa
1976......... 11-6 ................3-0 (1st) ................ Raysa
1977......... 12-5 ................4-0 (1st) ................ Raysa
1978......... 18-5 ................4-1 (1st) ................ Raysa
1979......... 13-5 ................3-2 (1st) ...............Mueller
1980......... 10-11 ............. 1-6 (3rd) ...............Mueller
1981......... 14-19 .............3-10 (4th) ..............Mueller
1982......... 8-20 ...............1-9 (10th) ..............Mueller
1983......... 18-17 ..............2-6 (7th) ...............Mueller
1984......... 12-14 ..............2-7 (8th) ...............Mueller
1985......... 13-14 ..............4-8 (9th) ...............Mueller
1986......... 13-17 ..............2-8 (8th) ........... Massucci
1987......... 14-16 ..............2-8 (8th) ........... Massucci
1988......... 10-18 ..............1-8 (8th) ........... Massucci
1989......... 9-16 ................1-8 (9th) ........... Massucci
1990......... 11-13 ..............4-7 (9th) ........... Massucci
1991......... 13-14 .............3-10 (7th) .......... Massucci
1992......... 11-11 ..............3-8 (8th) ........... Massucci
1993......... 7-12 ...............3-8 (10th) .......... Massucci
1994......... 10-13 ..............3-8 (9th) ........... Massucci
1995......... 13-9 ................2-9 (9th) ........... Massucci
1996......... 12-12 ............2-8 (T-8th) ......... Massucci
1997......... 12-13 ..............4-6 (7th) ....... Merzbacher
1998......... 10-14 ..............2-8 (8th) ....... Merzbacher
1999......... 14-11 ..............6-4 (6th) ....... Merzbacher
2000......... 18-8 .............. 9-2 (T-1st)...... Merzbacher
2001......... 17-11 ............. 7-3 (3rd) ....... Merzbacher
2002......... 19-7 ............... 7-4 (3rd) ....... Merzbacher
2003......... 12-12 ............6-4 (T-4th) ..... Merzbacher
2004......... 14-14 ........... 6-5 (T-2nd) ..... Merzbacher
2005......... 7-19 ................2-8 (9th) ....... Merzbacher
2006......... 13-13 ..............3-7 (7th) ....... Merzbacher
2007......... 18-10 ..............6-4 (5th) ....... Merzbacher
2008......... 19-8 ................6-4 (5th) ....... Merzbacher
2009......... 15-11 ..............7-3 (4th) ....... Merzbacher
2010......... 20-10 ............5-5 (T-5th) ..... Merzbacher
2011 ......... 15-11 ............7-3 (T-3rd) ..... Merzbacher
ALL-TIME COACHING  
RECORDS
Years ....Coach    .............Record   ..  Pct.
1973-78 ... Mary Raysa .............. 63-17-1........ (.778)
1979-85 ... Barbara Mueller ....... 88-100 ......... (.468)
1986-96 ... LeeAnn Massucci ..... 123-151 ....... (.449)
1997- ....... Chuck Merzbacher ... 224-171 ....... (.567)
39 years ... Total ......................... 498-439-1.... (.531)
CAREER SINGLES WIN  
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(minimum 50 total matches)
Player ......................... W-L .... Pct. . Years
1. Maria Olazagasti .......... 82-21.... (.796) 1977-79
2.  Ann Wilson................... 67-19.... (.779) 1974-77
3.  Wendy Stewart ............ 64-22.... (.744) 1976-79
4.  Leann Grimes .............. 69-24.... (.742) 1975-78
 Fidan Manashirova ...... 46-16.... (.742) 2010-
5.  Linda Magid ................. 78-35.... (.690) 1993-96
6.  Monica Rincon ............. 101-46.. (.687) 1999-02
 Sherrie Sutherland ....... 46-21.... (.687) 1978-79
8.  Kristen Jordan.............. 35-16.... (.686) 1997-98
9.  Kristy Dascoli ............... 104-48.. (.684) 1998-01
10. Ann Beaudoin .............. 65-32.... (.670) 1979-81
11. Sadhaf Pervez ............. 99-51.... (.660) 2000-03
12. Gabby Steele ............... 46-24.... (.657) 2010-
13. Laura Schubert ............ 62-33.... (.653) 1976-79
14. Cami Hubbs ................. 77-41.... (.652) 2008-11
15. Michelle Matko ............. 71-40.... (.639) 1999-02
16. Julie Voss..................... 43-27.... (.623) 2006-09
17. Kerry Singer ................. 65-41.... (.613) 1994-97
18. Kirsten Flower .............. 41-26.... (.612) 2009-10
19. Christina Keesey.......... 81-53.... (.604) 2007-10
20. Kelsey Haviland ........... 51-36.... (.586) 2009-
CAREER DOUBLES WIN  
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
Player ......................... W-L .... Pct. . Years
1. Wendy Stewart ........99-21 .. (.825) 1975-77, 79
2. Leann Grimes ..........93-22 .. (.809) ..... 1975-78
3. Ann Wilson...............54-13 .. (.806) ..... 1974-77
4.  Sherrie Sutherland ...47-14 .. (.770) ..... 1978-79
5.  Elaine Rosenberg ....47-17 .. (.734) ..... 1974-76
6.  Susie Walton ............42-19 .. (.689) 1977-78, 80
7.  Maria Olazagasti ......57-26 .. (.687) ..... 1977-79
8.  Laura Schubert ........74-34 .. (.685) ..... 1976-79
9.  Paloma Escobedo....79-38 .. (.675) ..... 2008-11
10. Abigail Villena ..........87-44 .. (.664) ..... 1990-93
11. Sadhaf Pervez .........91-47 .. (.659) ..... 2000-03
12. Kristy Dascoli ...........90-50 .. (.643) ..... 1998-01
13. Michele Cheuvront ...48-27 .. (.640) ..... 1986-87
14. Kerry Singer .............58-33 .. (.637) ..... 1994-97
15. Lindsay Williams ......76-45 .. (.628) ..... 2001-04
16. Christina Keesey......81-49 .. (.626) ..... 2007-10
17. Angela DiPastina .....76-46 .. (.623) ..... 2006-09
18. Kelly Story................94-59 .. (.614) ..... 1989-92 
 Jackie Leskovar .......43-27 .. (.614) ..... 2003-04
 Susan Mitchell .........70-44 .. (.614) ..... 1987-90
FRESHMAN SINGLES  
WINS RECORDS
Player .............................. Record ......Year
1. Cami Hubbs ....................... 36-7 ................ 2008
2.    Kristen Jordan.................... 27-11 .............. 1997
3.    Sadhaf Pervez ................... 27-14 .............. 2000
4.    Ann Beaudoin .................... 26-9 ................ 1979
5.    Kristy Dascoli ..................... 25-10 .............. 1998
      Gabby Steele ..................... 25-10 .............. 2010
7.    Sherrie Sutherland ............. 23-9 ................ 1978
       Monica Rincon ................... 23-13 .............. 1999
       Christina Keesey................ 23-14 .............. 2007
       Erica Fisk ........................... 23-18 .............. 2001
11.  Kerry Singer ....................... 22-7 ................ 1994
12.  Michelle Matko ................... 21-12 .............. 1999
       Ally Mueller ........................ 21-14 .............. 2007
       Paloma Escobedo.............. 21-16 .............. 2008
15.  Angela DiPastina ............... 20-17 .............. 2006
FRESHMAN DOUBLES  
WINS RECORDS
Player .............................. Record ......Year
1. Cami Hubbs ....................... 28-11 .............. 2008
2.   Paloma Escobedo.............. 27-9 ................ 2008
3.   Susan Mitchell ................... 26-10 .............. 1987
4.   Kelly Story.......................... 25-15 .............. 1989
5.   Stephanie Daniel ............... 24-14 .............. 1991
6.   Amy Marzluff ...................... 22-14 .............. 1989
7.   Lisa McFarland .................. 20-15 .............. 1988
      Angela DiPastina ............... 20-17 .............. 2006
9.   Leann Grimes .................... 19-1 ................ 1975
      Wendy Stewart .................. 19-1 ................ 1975
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Cal State-Long Beach .........................................1-0
Cal State-Northridge ............................................0-1
California Univ. (Pa.) ............................................1-0
Capital .................................................................1-0

















Florida Gulf Coast ................................................1-0




















Long Beach State ................................................1-0










Michigan State  ...............................29-13
Minnesota  .......................................16-24








































S.W. Missouri State .............................................2-0
St. Cloud State ....................................................2-0














Virginia Tech  .......................................................4-3







William & Mary  ....................................................3-2







Bold denotes 2012 opponent
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• Big Ten Match; *Big Ten Tournament; 
# NCAA Tournament; 
2010-11
15-11, 7-3 Big Ten (T-3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/23......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/23......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/30......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 1-6
1/31......vs. Southern Methodist .......... L .............. 3-4
2/9........at Kentucky ............................ W ............ 4-3 
2/11 ......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
2/13......William & Mary ...................... W ............ 7-0
2/25......vs. Auburn ............................. W ............ 4-0
2/26......vs. Virginia ............................. L .............. 1-4
2/27......vs. Oklahoma ........................ L .............. 0-4
3/4........Louisville ................................ W ............ 6-1
3/11 ......at Nebraska ........................... L .............. 3-4
3/20......South Florida ......................... L .............. 1-6
3/20......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 6-1
3/23......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 0-7
3/25......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 6-1
3/27......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 4-3
4/1........Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 2-5
4/9........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/10......at Michigan State • ................ W ............ 5-2
4/15......Wisconsin • ............................ W ............ 5-2
4/17......Minnesota •............................ W ............ 6-1
4/23......at Indiana • ............................ W ............ 5-2
4/24......at Purdue •............................. L .............. 3-4
4/29......vs. Wisconsin* ....................... W ............ 4-3
4/30......vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan
2009-10
20-10, 5-5 Big Ten (T-5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/19......Xavier .................................... W ............ 7-0
1/19......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/23......vs. Memphis .......................... W ............ 6-0
1/33......at Missouri ............................. W ............ 7-0
1/30......at Fresno State ...................... W ............ 6-1
1/31......at Florida State ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/3........Kentucky ................................ W ............ 7-0
2/5........at William & Mary .................. W ............ 5-2
2/7........at Virginia .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/17......LSU ....................................... W ............ 5-2
2/20......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 2-5
2/24......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-7
2/28......Oregon .................................. W ............ 4-1
2/28......California (Pa.) ...................... W ............ 7-0
3/5........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 7-0
3/12......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-4
3/23......at Long Beach State .............. W ............ 6-1
3/27......at Rice ................................... W ............ 4-3
4/2........Minnesota•............................. W ............ 7-0
4/4........Iowa•...................................... L .............. 1-6
4/10......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 6-1
4/11 ......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/17......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/18......at Indiana• ............................. W ............ 4-3 
4/23......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 7-0
4/25......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 2-5
4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 4-0
4/30......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 1-4
5/14......vs. DePaul# ........................... W ............ 4-1
5/15......vs. Michigan# ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
NCAA Tournament hosted by Michigan
2008-09
15-11, 7-3 Big Ten (4th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/24......Missouri ................................. W ............ 6-1
1/25......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6
1/25......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 7-0
1/31......vs. South Carolina ................. W ............ 4-3
2/1........at Duke .................................. L .............. 2-4
2/4........at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 3-4
2/6........Virginia .................................. L .............. 3-4
2/8........Virginia Tech .......................... L .............. 3-4
2/21......vs. Washington State............. W ............ 5-2
2/22......at Oregon .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/28......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
3/3........Rice ....................................... W ............ 5-2
3/8........at South Florida ..................... L .............. 2-5
3/13......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 4-3
3/23......vs. Utah ................................. W ............ 6-1
3/27......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 6-1
3/29......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 5-2
4/3........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-5
4/5........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 5-2
4/10......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/12......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 7-0
4/18......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/19......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 4-3 
4/24......vs. Indiana* ............................ W ............ 4-1
4/25......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/8........vs. Kentucky# ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
NCAA Tournament hosted by Northwestern
2007-08
19-8, 6-4 Big Ten (5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/25......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-0
1/26......vs. Oklahoma ........................ W ............ 6-1
2/1........at Virginia .............................. W ............ 4-3
2/3........at Virginia Tech ...................... W ............ 5-2
2/14......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
2/16......South Florida ......................... L .............. 3-4
2/16......Toledo .................................... W ............ 6-1
2/24......Oregon .................................. W ............ 5-2
2/27......Louisville ................................ W ............ 6-1
2/27......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
3/2........Cornell ................................... W ............ 6-1
3/2........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 7-0
3/8........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 3-4
3/17......vs. Drake ............................... W ............ 6-0
3/17......vs. Coastal Carolina .............. W ............ 7-0
3/22......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 6-1
3/23......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 4-3
3/29......Boston University .................. W ............ 6-1
3/30......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
4/5........at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/6........at Wisconsin• ......................... W ............ 5-2
4/12......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/13......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/18......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/20......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/25......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-4
5/9........vs. Auburn# ........................... L .............. 3-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
NCAA Tournament hosted by Florida
2006-07
18-10, 6-4 Big Ten (5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/27......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/27......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
2/2........at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 7-0
2/9........Marquette .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/11 ......Virginia Tech .......................... L .............. 2-5
2/11 ......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 7-0
2/17......vs. Marshall ........................... L .............. 2-5
2/18......at William and Mary ............... L .............. 1-6
2/24......vs. Auburn ............................. L .............. 1-6
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 5-2
2/25......at Eastern Kentucky .............. W ............ 7-0
3/2........Depaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
3/4........Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 7-0
3/19......vs. Wichita State .................... W ............ 4-3
3/19......at Florida Gulf Coast ............. W ............ 7-0
3/23......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
3/25......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 0-7
3/30......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-2
4/1........Syracuse ............................... W ............ 6-1
4/4........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 1-6
4/9........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/9........Wright State ........................... W ............ 7-0
4/14......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 5-2
4/15......at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/18......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/21......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/22......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
4/27......vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 2-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Minnesota
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2005-06
13-13, 3-7 Big Ten (7th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/21......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/21......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
1/28......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-7
2/3........West Virginia ......................... W ............ 6-1
2/5........Missouri ................................. W ............ 6-1
2/15......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 6-1
2/18......at Virginia Tech ...................... L .............. 3-4
2/25......Louisville ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/26......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 2-5
3/3........at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-0
3/4........vs. New Mexico ..................... L .............. 3-4
3/19......vs. Washington St.................. W ............ 4-2
3/19......vs. Nebraska ......................... L .............. 0-4
3/25......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 5-2
3/26......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-4
4/1........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 1-6
4/2........at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 5-2
4/5........Xavier .................................... W ............ 7-0
4/5........Ohio Northern ........................ W ............ 7-0
4/8........Penn St.• ............................... W ............ 6-1
4/9........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 3-4
4/15......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/16......Michigan St.• ......................... L .............. 3-4
4/22......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/23......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/27......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 2-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
2004-05
7-19, 2-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/22......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6
1/22......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/29......Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-5
1/29......Youngstown State.................. W ............ 7-0
2/12......William & Mary ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/13......Georgia Tech ......................... L .............. 2-5
2/19......Auburn ................................... W ............ 5-2
2/25......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 0-7
2/27......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 1-6
2/27......Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/5........at Missouri ............................. L .............. 2-5
3/6........at Louisville ............................ L .............. 3-4
3/6........at St. Louis ............................ W ............ 5-1
3/12......TCU ....................................... L .............. 5-2
3/22......at San Diego St. .................... L .............. 0-7
3/25......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/27......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
4/2........Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/3........Purdue•.................................. L .............. 1-6
4/8........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 0-7
4/10......at Penn St.• ........................... L .............. 3-4
4/16......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/17......at Michigan St.• ..................... W ............ 4-3
4/23......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/24......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 0-7
4/28......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan State
2003-04
14-14, 5-5 Big Ten (2nd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/25......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 3-4
1/31......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
2/15......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 7-0
2/20......Nebraska ............................... W ............ 6-1
2/22......Yale ....................................... W ............ 5-2
2/22......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
2/28......at Wake Forest ...................... L .............. 2-5
2/29......at William and Mary ............... W ............ 4-3
3/10......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 3-4
3/13......at Auburn ............................... W ............ 3-4
3/14......at Georgia Tech ..................... L .............. 0-7
3/20......at TCU ................................... L .............. 0-7
3/23......at UNLV ................................. L .............. 2-5
3/27......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 4-3
3/28......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/3........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 3-4
4/10......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/11 ......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 3-4
4/17......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-7
4/18......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 1-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/25......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 5-2
4/29......vs. Penn State* ...................... W ............ 4-3
4/30......vs. Illinois* ............................. W ............ 4-2
5/1........vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 4-3
5/2........vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/13......vs. Harvard# .......................... W ............ 4-2
5/14......vs. Kentucky# ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Northwestern
NCAA Tournament hosted by Harvard
2002-2003
12-12, 6-4 Big Ten (t-4th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/26......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 4-3
1/31......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-1
2/1........at Baylor ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/14......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
2/16......Michigan• ............................... W ............ 4-3
2/21......at Yale.................................... L .............. 3-4
2/22......at Boston College .................. W ............ 4-3
3/1........at Nebraska ........................... L .............. 3-4
3/2........at Kansas .............................. W ............ 4-3
3/8........at Maryland ............................ W ............ 4-3
3/9........at Virginia Tech ...................... W ............ 4-3
3/23......at Louisiana Tech .................. L .............. 2-5
3/26......at Central Florida ................... L .............. 3-4
3/29......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 2-5
3/30......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 5-2
4/5........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-4
4/6........at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/9........Kentucky ................................ L .............. 3-4
4/12......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 6-1
4/13......Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 4-3
4/19......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 3-4
4/20......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 3-4
4/25......vs. Purdue * ........................... L .............. 3-4
5/10......vs. Virginia # .......................... L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
NCAA Tournament hosted by Tennessee
2001-02
19-7, 7-3 Big Ten (3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/20  ....vs. Dayton ............................. W ............ 7-0
1/20  ....Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
1/26  ....West Virginia ......................... W ............ 7-0
1/27  ....Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
2/1    ....Virginia Tech .......................... W ............ 6-1
2/3    ....Marquette .............................. W ............ 6-1
2/15  ....Maryland ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/17  ....Kansas .................................. W ............ 6-1
2/23  ....at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
2/24  ....at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 5-2
3/2    ....at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
3/3........at DePaul ............................... W ............ 5-2
3/6    ....Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
3/9    ....Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
3/9    ....Drake ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/16  ....Boston ................................... W ............ 7-0
3/17  ....Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/6    ....at Michigan• ........................... L  ............. 4-3
4/7    ....at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-2
4/10  ....at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 0-7
4/13  ....at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 4-3
4/14  ....at Indiana• ............................. W  ........... 4-3
4/20  ....Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-2
4/21    ..Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/25   ...vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 0-4
5/10   ...vs. Alabama# ......................... L   ............ 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
NCAA Tournament hosted by Tennessee
2000-01
17-11, 7-3 Big Ten (3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/21......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 7-0
1/25......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-1
1/27......vs. Colorado .......................... W ............ 7-0
2/9........vs. Duke ................................ L .............. 0-7
2/10......at Maryland ............................ W ............ 7-0
2/1........vs. Pepperdine ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/15......vs. Oklahoma State ............... L .............. 2-5
2/16......vs. UCLA ............................... W ............ 5-2
2/17......DePaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
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2/24......Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/2........Minnesota•............................. W ............ 7-0
3/2........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6 
3/4........Wisconsin .............................. W ............ 5-2
3/10......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 2-5
3/22......at UNLV ................................. W ............ 4-3
3/24......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 6-1
4/1........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/4........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
4/7........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/8........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
4/11 ......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 3-4
4/13......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 2-5
4/15......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/21......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/22......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/26......vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 4-2
4/26......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/11 ......vs. Mississippi State# ............ L .............. 3-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Ohio State
NCAA Tournament hosted by Georgia
1999-00
18-8, 9-1 Big Ten (T-1st)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/22......Illinois State ........................... W ............ 8-1
1/22......Akron ..................................... W ............ 9-0
1/28......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 9-0
1/30......Marquette .............................. W ............ 5-4
2/11 ......vs. Kansas ............................. W ............ 7-2
2/12......at Duke .................................. L .............. 4-5
2/16......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 8-1
2/25......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
3/2........vs. Notre Dame ..................... L .............. 1-8
3/11 ......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 4-5
3/12......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 3-6
3/25......at San Diego State ................ L .............. 3-5
3/25......at Wisconsin• ......................... W ............ 5-2
3/26......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 2-5
4/1........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
4/4........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 6-1
4/8........Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 5-2
4/9........Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-2
4/15......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/16......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 4-3
4/22......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 7-0
4/23......at Michigan• ........................... W ............ 5-2
4/28......vs. Michigan* ......................... W ............ 4-1
4/29......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 2-4
5/13......vs. Miami (Fla.) #  .................. W ............ 5-3
5/14......at Georgia #  .......................... L .............. 0-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan
NCAA Tournament hosted by Georgia
.............
1998-99
14-11, 6-4 Big Ten (6th) 
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/16......Illinois State ........................... W ............ 8-1
1/16......Akron ..................................... W ............ 9-0
1/24......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-2
1/31......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 4-5
2/12......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-8
2/13......vs. Duke ................................ L .............. 0-9
2/16......Ball State ............................... W ............ 9-0
2/21......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 7-0
2/27......Michigan • .............................. W ............ 4-3
2/28......Michigan State • .................... W ............ 6-1
3/5........at Penn State • ...................... W ............ 6-1
3/7........Marshall ................................. W ............ 7-0
3/13......Kentucky ................................ W ............ 5-4
3/22......vs. Georgia Tech ................... L .............. 4-5
3/24......at Miami (Fla.) ....................... L .............. 2-7
3/27......at Indiana • ............................ W ............ 4-3
3/27......at Purdue •............................. W ............ 5-2
4/7........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
4/10......at Illinois • .............................. L .............. 3-4
4/11 ......at Northwestern • ................... L .............. 1-6
4/16......Iowa •..................................... W ............ 6-1
4/18......Wisconsin • ............................ L .............. 3-4
4/23......Minnesota •............................ L .............. 3-4
4/29......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 2-5
5/14......vs. Louisiana State # ............. L .............. 2-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan State
NCAA Tournament hosted by Pepperdine
1997-98
10-14, 2-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
1/18......DePaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
1/18......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
1/24......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 2-7
1/31......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 7-0
2/13......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-7
2/14......vs. Boston College ................ W ............ 8-1
2/20......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 2-7
2/21......vs. Maryland .......................... L .............. 1-8
2/28......Indiana State ......................... W ............ 7-2
2/28......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 6-3
3/7........Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-4
3/8........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-6
3/24......vs. Kansas State ................... L .............. 3-6
3/28......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 4-3
3/29......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-5
4/4........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-5
4/11 ......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/12......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/15......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 5-2
4/18......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 2-5
4/19......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 3-4
4/26......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/30......vs. Illinois* ............................. W ............ 4-1
5/3........vs. Wisconsin* ....................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1996-97
12-13, 4-6 Big Ten (7th)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
1/25......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 4-3
1/31......at Virginia .............................. W ............ 5-4
2/1........at Richmond .......................... L .............. 4-5
2/7........at Ball State ........................... W ............ 7-0
2/14......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-6
2/22......at New Mexico ....................... L .............. 0-9
2/23......vs. Oregon ............................. L .............. 4-5
2/28......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
3/2........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 5-2
3/7........at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 1-6
3/9........at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/14......Marquette .............................. L .............. 2-7
3/24......vs. UC Irvine .......................... W ............ 9-0
3/24......vs. SW Missouri St  ............... W ............ 9-0
3/25......vs. Nebraska ......................... L .............. 4-5
3/25......vs. Brown ............................... L .............. 2-7
4/4........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 0-7
4/5........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 4-3
4/5........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
4/10......Western Michigan .................. W ............ 6-3
4/12......Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 4-3
4/13......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-6
4/19......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/20......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 6-1
4/24......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
1995-96
12-12, 2-8 Big Ten (T-8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
2/3........West Virginia ......................... W ............ 4-3
2/10......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
2/16......vs. DePaul ............................. W  ........... 4-3
2/17......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 5-4
2/24......vs. Southern Illinois ............... W ............ 6-1
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 7-2
3/1........Illinois• ................................... L .............. 1-6
3/15......vs. Washington ...................... L .............. 2-7
3/16......vs. SMU ................................. W ............ 5-4
3/19......vs. Nebraska ......................... W ............ 4-3
3/27......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/29......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-5
4/3........at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 4-3
4/6........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-5
4/7........Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/9........Ball State ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/13......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-5
4/14......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 2-5
4/16......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 5-2
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4/20......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/21......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/22......at Penn State• ....................... L .............. 2-4
5/3........vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 0-6
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1994-95
13-9, 2-9 Big Ten (9th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/20......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 8-1
1/21......vs. Temple ............................. W ............ 5-1
2/3........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
2/4........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-8
2/10......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 3-6
2/11 ......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 1-8
2/17......at Ball State ........................... W ............ 5-4
2/18......Marquette .............................. W ............ 8-1
2/24......vs. DePaul ............................. W ............ 7-2
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 8-1
2/25......vs. Southern Illinois ............... W ............ 6-3
3/3........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
3/10......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 0-9
3/18......vs. Palisades White ............... W ............ 6-3
3/22......vs. Palisades Blue ................. L .............. 0-9
3/25......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-6
3/26......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-6
4/5........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-3
4/7........Western Michigan .................. W ............ 5-4
4/9........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 7-2
4/14......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-8
4/16......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
4/23......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-3
4/28......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 3-6
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1993-94
10-13, 3-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/22......Toledo .................................... W ............ 9-0
2/4........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-9
2/5........at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 1-8
2/6........at Marquette .......................... L .............. 4-5
2/1........at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-4
2/13......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-7
2/18......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 6-3
2/19......at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 5-4
2/25......Louisville ................................ W ............ 8-1
2/26......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 8-1
3/5........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
3/22......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 0-6
3/25......vs. UNC-Charlotte ................. W ............ 8-1
3/26......at Furman .............................. L .............. 4-5
4/9........Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/10......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 0-9
4/13......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-7
4/16......at Penn State• ....................... L .............. 2-7
4/20......Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 3-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-6
4/24......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-5
4/27......vs. Purdue* ............................ W ............ 5-0
5/1........vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 3-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
1992-93
7-12, 3-8 Big Ten (10th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/16......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
1/23......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 9-0
2/6........Western Michigan .................. L .............. 4-5
2/12......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
2/14......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-8
3/6........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 0-9
3/21......vs. Nevada-Reno ................... W ............ 7-2
3/24......vs. Santa Clara ...................... W ............ 9-0
3/27......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-7
3/28......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-3
4/7........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
4/9........Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-5
4/10......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 4-5
4/17......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 0-6
4/18......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-3
4/24......at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 6-3
4/24......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 7-2
4/30......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 2-5
4/30......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1991-92
11-11, 3-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/18......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
2/18......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 1-8
2/23......Marquette .............................. W ............ 6-3
2/28......at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 7-2
2/29......vs. Virginia Tech .................... W ............ 6-3
3/7........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 4-5
3/13......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 4-5
3/14......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-8
3/23......at Long Beach State .............. W ............ 8-1
3/28......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 4-5
3/29......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 2-5
4/3........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-4
4/4........vs. James Madison ................ W ............ 6-3
4/11 ......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-7
4/12......at Northwestern• .................... W ............ 5-4
4/18......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 1-6
4/19......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 7-2
4/24......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-2
4/25......vs. Indiana* ............................ L .............. 0-5
4/26......vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 1-5
4/26......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 1-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Northwestern
1990-91
13-14, 3-10 Big Ten (7th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/16....at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 8-1
10/23....at Toledo ................................ W ............ 9-0
2/1........vs. UAB ................................. W ............ 9-0
2/2........at Alabama ............................ L .............. 1-8
2/3........vs. South Alabama ................ W ............ 6-3
2/8........at Bradley .............................. W ............ 9-0
2/9........at Illinois State ....................... W ............ 5-1
2/23......at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 5-4
2/24......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 8-1
3/1........at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 6-3
3/2........at North Carolina State .......... W ............ 7-2
3/22......at Illinois ................................ L .............. 4-5
3/23......at Purdue ............................... W ............ 6-3
3/24......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-9
3/26......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 1-8
4/5........at Minnesota .......................... L .............. 2-7
4/7........at Iowa ................................... L .............. 3-6
4/11 ......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
4/13......Michigan State ....................... L .............. 4-5
4/14......Michigan ................................ L .............. 2-7
4/16......Indiana ................................... L .............. 1-8
4/19......Wisconsin .............................. L .............. 0-9
4/20......Northwestern ......................... L .............. 2-7
4/26......vs. Minnesota* ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/26......at. Wisconsin* ........................ L .............. 0-5
4/27......vs. Michigan State* ................ L  ............. 0-5
4/28......vs. Purdue* ............................ W ............ 5-2
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1989-90
11-13, 4-7 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
9/29......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 9-0
10/1......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
10/3......Kenyon .................................. W ............ 9-0
10/25....at Ohio ................................... W ............ 6-3
10/28....Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 8-1
1/13......Toledo .................................... W ............ 7-2
1/24......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 0-9
2/24......Wisconsin .............................. L .............. 0-9
2/25......Marquette .............................. L .............. 1-8
3/3........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/20......at Arizona .............................. L .............. 1-8
3/24......at Arizona State ..................... L .............. 0-9
3/31......Purdue ................................... W ............ 6-3
4/1........Illinois .................................... L .............. 1-8
4/7........Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-7
4/8........Notre Dame ........................... W ............ 7-2
4/10......at Indiana ............................... L .............. 0-9
4/13......Iowa ....................................... L .............. 2-7
4/14......Minnesota .............................. W ............ 5-4
4/21......at Michigan ............................ L .............. 1-8
4/22......at Michigan St. ....................... W ............ 5-4
4/27......vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 4-5
4/28......vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 0-5
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4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-3
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1988-89
9-16, 1-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/13....Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
10/18....at Ball State ........................... W ............ 9-0
10/25....Ohio University ...................... W ............ 5-4
10/29....at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-3
1/14......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 0-9
2/25......at Western Michigan .............. L .............. 2-5
2/26......at Eastern Michigan ............... L .............. 1-8
3/4........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
3/18......at Rollins ................................ L .............. 1-8
3/20......at Central Florida ................... W ............ 8-1
3/22......vs. Rutgers  ........................... L .............. 1-8
3/25......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-7
3/26......Michigan State• ..................... L .............. 3-6
4/1........Kenyon College ..................... W ............ 8-1
4/2........Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 1-8
4/7........at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 3-6
4/8........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 4-5
4/9........at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-6
4/15......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 0-9
4/21......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 0-9
4/23......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/28......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-5
4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ L .............. 1-5
4/30......vs. Michigan* ......................... W ............ 5-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1987-88
10-18, 1-8 Big Ten (8th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/11 ....McMaster ............................... W ............ 9-0
10/16....Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 7-2
10/18....Toledo .................................... W ............ 7-2
2/5........vs. Utah ................................. L .............. 1-8
2/5........vs. Alabama ........................... L .............. 3-6
2/6........vs. Arkansas .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/4........Notre Dame ........................... W ............ 7-2
3/6........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/12......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-4
3/19......vs. Furman ............................ W ............ 5-4
3/23......vs. Rutgers ............................ L .............. 3-6
3/26......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 4-5
3/27......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 3-6
3/29......at Ball State ........................... W ............ 9-0
4/1........at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 1-8
4/2........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 3-6
4/5........at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 9-0
4/8........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-9
4/9........vs. Florida .............................. L .............. 3-6
4/10......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 3-6
4/15......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/16......Eastern Michigan ................... L .............. 4-5
4/19......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 5-1
4/29......at Indiana* ............................. L .............. 0-9
4/29......vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 3-6
4/29......vs. Minnesota* ....................... W ............ 5-4
5/1........vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 2-7
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1986-87 
14-16, 2-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/22......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 0-9
1/30......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-8
2/1........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 3-6
2/6........at Western Michigan .............. L .............. 0-9
2/7........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 4-5
2/8........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 5-4
3/7........Michigan State• ..................... L .............. 4-5
3/8........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 5-4
3/20......vs. Rutgers ............................ W ............ 5-4
3/22......vs. Charleston  ...................... W ............ 7-2
3/23......vs. South Carolina ................. L .............. 2-7
3/24......vs. Georgia Southern ............ W ............ 8-1
3/25......vs. Tennessee ....................... L .............. 1-8
4/3........vs. Notre Dame ..................... W ............ 5-4
4/4........vs. Southern Illinois ............... L .............. 1-7
4/5........vs. Wheaton .......................... W ............ 8-0
4/7........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
4/11 ......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 2-7
4/12......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/28......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 8-1
5/1........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-6
5/1........vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-4
5/3........vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 1-7
5/3........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Ohio State
1985-86
13-17, 2-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/5......vs. Tennessee ....................... L .............. 1-8
10/5......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W ............ 8-1
1/17......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-9
2/8........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 3-6
2/28......Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/2........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 2-7
3/8........vs. Illinois State ..................... W ............ 7-2
3/8........vs. Iowa• ................................ L .............. 2-7
3/20......vs. Tennessee ....................... W ............ 5-4
3/28......vs. Auburn ............................. L .............. 2-7
3/28......vs. Illinois•.............................. L .............. 2-7
3/28......vs. Rice .................................. L .............. 1-8
4/2........at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 9-0
4/5........at Northern Illinois ................. W ............ 7-2
4/6........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 1-8
4/8........Denison ................................. W ............ 9-0
4/11 ......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-4
4/12......St. Mary’s College ................. W ............ 9-0
4/13......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 2-7
4/16......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 9-0
4/19......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 3-6
4/23......Ball State ............................... W ............ 9-0
4/25......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 3-6
4/26......at Michigan• ........................... W ............ 6-3
4/27......at Eastern Michigan ............... L .............. 4-5
4/29......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 8-1
5/2........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-6
5/2........vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-4
5/3........vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 1-7
5/4........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1984-85
13-14, 4-8 Big Ten (9th) 
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
2/22......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W ............ 7-2
2/22......vs. Purdue ............................. W ............ 6-3
2/22......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 6-3
3/2........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/8........Iowa•...................................... W ............ 8-1
3/9........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 2-7
3/24......at Jacksonville ....................... L .............. 1-8
3/25......at Florida JC .......................... L .............. 3-6
3/26......at North Florida ...................... L .............. 4-5
3/27......at Flagler ............................... L .............. 3-6
3/29......at Rollins ................................ W ............ 7-2
4/5........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 7-2
4/9........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 7-2
4/10......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 0-9
4/13......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
4/14......at St. Cloud State .................. W ............ 8-1
4/17......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-8
4/20......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 1-8
4/21......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 4-5
4/24......at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 8-1
4/25......Ohio University ...................... W ............ 6-3
4/27......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 2-7
4/29......at St Mary’s ........................... W ............ 8-1
4/30......Toledo .................................... W ............ 5-4
5/3........vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 3-5
5/3........vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 3-6
5/3........vs. Iowa*     ............................ W ............ 5-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
1983-84
12-14, Big Ten 2-7 (8th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/8......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 9-0
10/15....at Penn State ......................... W ............ 7-2
10/15....vs. Princeton  ......................... L .............. 4-5
10/16....vs. Maryland .......................... W ............ 6-2
2/17......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W  ........... 8-1
3/2........vs. Minnesota ........................ L .............. 3-6
3/4........vs. Miami (Ohio) .................... L .............. 1-8
3/18......at North Florida ...................... L .............. 3-6
3/19......at Florida JC .......................... L .............. 3-6
3/20......at Jacksonville ....................... L .............. 4-5
3/22......at Florida Southern ................ W ............ 6-3
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3/24......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 2-7
3/30......Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-7
3/31......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 2-7
4/6........Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/11 ......Ohio  ...................................... W ............ 7-2
4/13......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 6-3
4/14......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-7
4/15......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 5-4
4/20......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-9
4/21......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/24......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
4/25......at Indiana ............................... L .............. 2-7
5/1........at Toledo ................................ W ............ 6-3
5/2........Otterbein ................................ W ............ 8-0
5/4........vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 5-1
5/5........vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-9
5/5........vs. Wisconsin* ....................... L .............. 3-6
5/6........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Minnesota
1982-83
18-17, Big Ten (3-6-8th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/8......Eastern Michigan ................... W  ........... 8-1 
10/9......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 6-3
10/10....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
10/15....South Carolina  ...................... L .............. 0-9
10/16....Princeton ............................... L .............. 0-9
10/17....Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 3-6
2/8........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3
3/4........at Kentucky ............................ L  ............. 3-6
3/5........at Tennessee ......................... L  ............. 2-7
3/6........at Eastern Kentucky .............. W ............ 8-1
3/19......at Florida State ...................... L .............. 0-9
3/21......at Flager ................................ W  ........... 8-1
3/22......at Rollins ................................ L .............. 0-9
3/24......at Stetson .............................. W ............ 5-4
3/25......at Georgia .............................. L  ............. 0-9
3/26......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/1........at Minnesota•......................... L  ............. 0-9
4/2........at St. Cloud   .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/6........Ohio University  ..................... W  ........... 8-1
4/8........at Purdue•.............................. W  ........... 7-2
4/9........at Illinois-Champ .................... W  ........... 5-4
4/9........at Southern Illinois ................. W
4/15......Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 5-4
4/16......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 3-6
4/20......at Bowling Green ................... W  ........... 7-2
4/22......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 0-9
4/23......Iowa•...................................... W  ........... 5-4
4/26......at Indiana• ............................. L  ............. 0-9 
4/27......Toledo .................................... L  ............. 4-5
4/29......Ball State  .............................. W ............ 9-0
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4
5/6 .......Big Ten  ................................. 7/10
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
1981-82
8-20, Big Ten 1-9 (10th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/16....Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
10/17....Princeton ............................... L  ............. 0-9
10/18....Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 4-5
10/21....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
2/12......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 0-9
2/13......Kentucky ................................ W ...........  5-4
3/20......at Florida State ...................... L  ............. 0-9
3/23......at South Florida ..................... L  ............. 0-9
3/25......at Broward ............................. W ...........  5-1
3/26......at Southern Alabama ............. L  ............. 4-5
3/27......at Stetson .............................. W ...........  8-1
4/9........Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 3-6
4/10......Michigan State• ..................... L  ............. 3-6
4/11 ......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 0-9
4/14......Bowling Green ....................... W ...........  6-3
4/17......at Indiana• ............................. L  ............. 0-9
4/18......at Purdue•.............................. L  ............. 2-7
4/20......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L  ............. 3-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... L  ............. 4-5
4/24......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 2-7
4/25......Minnesota•............................. L  ............. 3-6
4/28 .....Denison ................................. W  ........... 8-1 
5/1........Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 8-1
5/3........Morehead State  .................... L  ............. 2-7
5/7........at Ohio University  ................. W ............ 9-0
5/14......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 6-3
5/14......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9 
5/15......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1980-81
14-19
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
9/2........Virginia .................................. L  ............. 3-6 
9/27......Penn State ............................. L  ............. 3-6 
9/28......Princeton ............................... L  ............. 1-8 
9/28......Harvard .................................. L  ............. 2-5 
10/3......Northern Kentucky ................. W  ........... 8-1 
10/22....Miami (Ohio) .......................... L  ............. 3-6 
10/29....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 1-8 
3/22......Calif. St. Fullerton .................. L  ............. 4-5 
3/23......Calif.  St. Northridge  ............. L  ............. 2-7 
3/25......Loyola Mary  .......................... W  ........... 9-0 
3/26......Santa Clara ........................... L  ............. 2-7 
3/27......Northern Colorado ................. W  ........... 7-2 
3/28......Calif.  Poly-Pom  .................... W  ........... 7-2 
4/4........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 5-4 
4/4........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 4-5 
4/10......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 1-8 
4/11 ......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 1-8 
4/11 ......Iowa•...................................... L  ............. 1-8 
4/14......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 9-0 
4/15......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 3-6
4/24......Michigan State•  .................... L  ............. 3-6
4/24......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/25......Minnesota•............................. W  ........... 6-3
4/25......Michigan State•  .................... L  ............. 3-6 
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
5/2........Toledo .................................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/2........Bowling Green  ...................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/8........Bowling Green ....................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/9........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
5/15......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 2-7 
5/16......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4 
5/17......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 1-8
1979-80
10-11
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
2/2........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
3/22......Florida State .......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/23......Auburn ................................... L  ............. 1-8
3/24......Florida Southern .................... W  ........... 6-3
3/25......Stetson .................................. W  ........... 5-4
3/26......Rollins .................................... L  ............. 3-6
4/4........Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
4/5........Purdue•.................................. L  ............. 4-5
4/5........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 6-3
4/7........Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 9-0
4/9........Kent State  ............................. W  ........... 9-0
4/11 ......Tennessee ............................. L  ............. 1-8
4/11 ......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 0-9
4/12......Penn State•  .......................... L  ............. 3-6
4/12......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
4/19......Toledo .................................... W  ........... 6-3
4/27......Ohio University ...................... W  ........... 9-0
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4
5/3* ......Minnesota Inv. ....................... 3rd 
4/25......Big Ten .................................. 5th
1978-79
13-5
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/27....Miami (Ohio)  ......................... W ............ 8-0 
11/4 ......vs. SW Missouri ..................... W  ........... 9-0
11/4 ......vs. Kansas ............................. W  ........... 9-0
11/4 ......at Missouri ............................. W  ........... 7-0
3/19......Florida State  ......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/20......Miami (Fla.) ........................... L  ............. 2-7
3/23......vs. Central Fla.  ..................... W  ........... 8-0
3/24......Rollins “A” .............................. L  ............. 2-7
3/24......Rollins “B” .............................. W  ........... 5-4
3/31......Minnesota•............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/7........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 8-1 
4/8........Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
4/8........Kenyon .................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/21......S. Illinois ................................ W  ........... 9-0
4/21......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 4-5
4/22......at Northwestern• .................... W  ........... 6-3
4/22......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 7-2
5/5........Penn State  ............................ W  ........... 9-0
4/25......Big Ten Championship .......... 1st
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3/18......Duke ...................................... L  ............. 2-7 
3/18......Charleston ............................. W  ........... 5-4 
3/19......Wake Forest .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
3/20......North Carolina ....................... L  ............. 1-8 
3/21......South Carolina ....................... W  ........... 6-3 
3/22......Furman .................................. W  ........... 9-0 
3/31......Minnesota•............................. W  ........... 8-1 
4/1........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/7........Indiana• ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/8........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 9-0 
4/12......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 7-2 
4/18......Denison ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/22......Missouri ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
5/2........Oberlin ................................... W  ........... 9-0 
5/6........Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 3-6 
5/6........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 1-8 




3/18......Tenn. Chattanooga ................ L  ............. 4-5
3/19......Florida ................................... L  ............. 2-7
3/21......Miami (Fla.) ........................... L  ............. 2-7
3/22......Rollins .................................... L  ............. 0-9
3/23......South Florida ......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/31......Capital ................................... W  ........... 9-0
4/5........Ohio Wesleyan  ..................... W  ........... 7-2
4/8........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/8........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 9-0
4/9........Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
4/12......Ohio University  ..................... W  ........... 8-1
4/19......Denison ................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/20......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/23......Kentucky ................................ W  ........... 8-1
4/24......Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
5/3........Oberlin ................................... W ............ 9-0




3/19......at Duke .................................. L .............  0-9
3/20......at North Carolina  .................. L .............  0-9
3/22......vs. Rollins .............................. L .............  2-7
3/23......vs. Miami  .............................. L .............. 0-9
3/24......at Vanderbilt .......................... W ...........  9-0
4/2-3 ....Tennessee ............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/2-3 ....Pennsylvania ......................... W ...........  7-2
4/2-3 ....Wisconsin• ............................. W ...........  7-2
4/9........Michigan State•  .................... W ...........  6-3
4/9........Pittsburgh .............................. W ...........  8-1
4/10......Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 7-2
4/16......at Cincinnati ........................... W  ........... 9-0
4/17......at Kentucky ............................ W  ........... 7-2 
4/17......vs. Tennessee ....................... W  ........... 8-0
4/29......Miami ..................................... W  ........... 7-2
5/7........vs. Princeton .......................... L  ............. 1-8
5/8........at Penn State ......................... W  ........... 5-4
4/13-15 ..OAIS Tournament .................. 1st/16




4/12......Kalamazoo ............................ W  ........... 9-0 
4/16......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 9-0 
4/19......Kentucky ................................ W  ........... 9-0 
4/15......Big Ten .................................. 1st
5/8........Ohio Wesleyan  ..................... W  ........... 9-0 
5/10......Penn State  ............................ W  ........... 9-0 
5/13......Bowling Green  ...................... W  ........... 9-0 




4/6........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/10......Wittenberg ............................. T ............. 3-3
4/17......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 6-3
4/20......Michigan State  ...................... W  ........... 8-1
4/20......Bowling Green ....................... W  ........... 9-0
4/24......Denison ................................. W  ........... 5-0
4/26......Big Ten .................................. 2nd/10
5/9........Ohio Wesleyan   .................... W  ........... 8-1
5/11 ......Penn State  ............................ W  ........... 4-1
5/11 ......Otterbein ................................ W  ........... 6-1 
5/17......OAISW .................................. 1st/25
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Now in his 16th season as the head coach of the Ohio State women’s 
tennis team, Chuck Merzbacher is keeping the Buckeyes in the national 
spotlight. Already the winningest coach in Ohio State program history, 
Merzbacher’s teams have enjoyed success both on and off the court. 
He has led the squad to the NCAA tournament nine times, including 
three of the past four years and six-consecutive trips from 1999-04.
With a total of 22 years of head coaching experience to his credit, 
Merzbacher has collected 357 career wins, 224 coming at Ohio State. 
His teams have won seven conference titles, made 12 visits to the 
NCAA tournament and six individuals have earned All-America honors.
His teams also have produced in the classroom. Last season, seven 
Buckeyes earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete honors and four were 
named to the Academic All-Big Ten team. In total, Merzbacher has 
coached 38 Ohio State Scholar-Athletes and 31 Academic All-Big Ten 
athletes.
Merzbacher was not new to the state of Ohio or the Big Ten Conference 
when he was named the Ohio State coach in 1996. The Findlay native 
was the 1983 Ohio High School State Champion and a collegiate player 
at the University of Minnesota. He graduated from Minnesota in 1987 
with a bachelor’s degree in sociology and an outstanding tennis record.
Merzbacher was the all-time career victories leader at Minnesota with 
137 and a three-time All-Big Ten selection. During his first collegiate 
season, Merzbacher won the Big Ten Conference No. 4 singles title.
Merzbacher served as Minnesota’s assistant coach in 1987 before 
turning pro. During his professional career (1987-89), Merzbacher was 
ranked as high as No. 354 in singles and No. 335 in doubles. He played 
in both the Australian Open and the Wimbledon qualifier in 1989.
In his first season at the helm for the Buckeyes (1996-97), Merzbacher 
led his squad to a 12-13 overall record, going 4-7 in the Big Ten. In 
1997-98, Merzbacher improved Ohio State’s standing in the conference 
with an eighth-place finish and a 10-14 overall record.
In his third year, Merzbacher carried the Buckeyes to their best record 
in the Big Ten with wins over Indiana, a first since 1978, and Michigan, a 
first since 1989. After the success of the season, Merzbacher received 
the highest honor from his peers by being named the 1999 Big Ten 
Coach of the Year.
That 1999 squad held a 14-11 overall mark, a 6-4 Big Ten mark and a 
sixth-place standing in the conference, which then was the highest ever 
by an OSU squad. The season ended with another historical note as the 
Buckeyes made a run for the NCAA championship. It also was the first 
time in program history Ohio State had a team, a singles player and a 
doubles team all qualify for the NCAA tournament.
In the 1999-00 season, Merzbacher led his squad to an 18-8 record. 
The team was a perfect 11-0 at home and went 9-1 in the Big Ten while 
claiming the first regular-season conference title in program history. 
They finished the season tied for first in the Big Ten after the regular 
season. The Buckeyes won their first NCAA tournament match with a 
5-3 victory over Miami (Fla.) in the first round.
In 2000-01, the Buckeyes recorded one of the best campaigns in 
history. The team compiled a 17-11 record and was 7-3 in conference 
play. The Buckeyes achieved a program-high ranking of No. 19 and 
finished third in the Big Ten. For the third consecutive season, the 
Buckeyes had a team, singles player and doubles team qualify for the 
NCAA championships. The squad also was invited to participate in the 
prestigious ITA National Team Indoor Championship.
In the 2001 NCAA singles tournament, Kristy Dascoli, the four-time team 
MVP, advanced to the quarterfinals and then teamed up with Monica 
Rincon to advance to the quarterfinals in the doubles championship. 
Individually, the squad had Ohio State’s first two All-Americans, Dascoli 
and Rincon, the Big Ten Player of the Year in Dascoli and two all-
conference selections.
In 2001-02, the Buckeyes posted a record of 19-7, setting the school 
record for wins in a season. The squad continued its dominance at 
home, winning a program-best 14-consecutive home matches and 
setting the school record for home victories (14). The team earned 
a berth in the NCAA tournament, while All-Big Ten honoree Rincon 
qualified for the singles championship.
The 2002-03 team, despite playing only seven of its 24 matches at 
home, tied for fourth in the Big Ten with a 6-4 record. The Buckeyes 
upset No. 19 Northwestern in the home finale en route to their fifth-
consecutive berth into the NCAA tournament.
The 2003-04 season tied the deepest run into the NCAA tournament 
for an Ohio State squad, where they defeated host Harvard for the 
program’s second NCAA tournament victory. The team also went 
deeper into the Big Ten tournament than ever before, making to the title 
match against Northwestern. 
Ohio State saw renewed success during the 2007-08 season, as the 
Buckeyes tied the program high for wins with 19 and returned to the 
NCAA tournament. Merzbacher also helped coach two Buckeyes, 
freshman Cami Hubbs and junior Julie Blackmore to single-season 
singles and doubles wins records.
After reaching the NCAA tournament again in 2009, Merzbacher led 
Ohio State to a program-record 20 wins during the 2009-10 season, 
including a record 10 shutout victories, on the way to a first-round win 
over DePaul in the NCAA tournament. 
After losing two-time All-Big Ten athlete Kirsten Flower and four-year 
contributor Christina Keesey, Merzbacher regrouped and led the 
Buckeyes to a third-place tie with Purdue in the Big Ten. The conference 
finish was the best for Ohio State since finishing second in the Big Ten 
in 2004. 
Merzbacher began his coaching career in 1989 at Northern Illinois 
University as the men’s tennis coach. He coached for three seasons, 
2 0 1 2  W O M E N ’ S  T E N N I S M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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leading the Huskies to a 50-34 record and earning back-to-back Mid-Continent Coach of the Year titles.
Merzbacher left NIU to become the women’s tennis head coach at the University of Kansas in 1992. During his four-year KU coaching career, 
Merzbacher led the team to four of its five-consecutive Big Eight Conference championships and three trips to the NCAA tournament, including a 
quarterfinal finish in 1994. He was named the 1993 and 1994 Big Eight Coach of the Year and the 1994 Central Region Coach of the Year.
 
During his four years at Kansas, Merzbacher coached four All-Americans and three Rolex All-Stars. His players captured four ITA National 
Collegiate Grand Slam Events, including the 1994 NCAA Doubles Championship. Seven times, the Jayhawks had finalists in the ITA National 
Collegiate Grand Slam tournaments (including a singles runner-up in the 1996 NCAA Championships). Merzbacher left Kansas with an 83-29 
overall record and a 39-1 conference record.
MERZBACHER CAREER RECORD
 Overall                                    Conference
School ........................Year ...............W ....... L .....Pct. .........................W ........ L .....Place
Northern Illinois .................. 1989-90 ..............18 ........ 12 ....... .600 ................................ 6 ............1............ 2nd
Northern Illinois .................. 1990-91 ..............19 ......... 8 ........ .704 ................................ 6 ............0............. 1st
Northern Illinois .................. 1991-92 ..............13 ........ 14 ....... .482 ................................ 3 ............0............. 1st
Kansas ............................... 1992-93 ..............19 ......... 7 ........ .731 ............................... 10 ...........0............. 1st
Kansas ............................... 1993-94 ..............25 ......... 4 ........ .862 ................................ 9 ............1............. 1st
Kansas ............................... 1994-95 ..............18 ........ 11 ....... .621 ............................... 10 ...........0............. 1st
Kansas ............................... 1995-96 ..............21 ......... 7 ........ .750 ............................... 10 ...........0............. 1st
Ohio State .......................... 1996-97 ..............12 ........ 13 ....... .480 ................................ 4 ............6............. 9th
Ohio State .......................... 1997-98 ..............10 ........ 14 ....... .416 ................................ 2 ............8............. 8th
Ohio State .......................... 1998-99 ..............14 ........ 11 ....... .560 ................................ 6 ............4............. 6th
Ohio State .......................... 1999-00 ..............18 ......... 8 ........ .692 ................................ 9 ............2.......... T-1st
Ohio State .......................... 2000-01 ..............17 ........ 11 ....... .607 ................................ 7 ............3.............3rd
Ohio State .......................... 2001-02 ..............19 ......... 7 ........ .731 ................................ 7 ............3.............3rd
Ohio State .......................... 2002-03 ..............12 ........ 12 ....... .500 ................................ 6 ............4..........T-4th
Ohio State .......................... 2003-04 ..............14 ........ 14 ....... .500 ................................ 6 ............5.........T-2nd
Ohio State .......................... 2004-05 ...............7 ......... 19 ....... .368 ................................ 2 ............9............. 9th
Ohio State .......................... 2005-06 ..............13 ........ 13 ....... .500 ................................ 3 ............7............. 7th
Ohio State .......................... 2006-07 ..............18 ........ 10 ....... .643 ................................ 6 ............4............. 5th
Ohio State .......................... 2007-08 ..............19 ......... 8 ........ .704 ................................ 6 ............4............. 5th
Ohio State .......................... 2008-09 ..............16 ........ 10 ....... .615 ................................ 7 ............3............. 4th
Ohio State .......................... 2009-10 ..............20 ........ 10 ....... .667 ................................ 5 ............5..........T-5th
Ohio State .......................... 2010-11 ...............15 ........ 11 ....... .577 ................................ 7 ............3..........T-3rd
OSU Totals ................15 years ...... 224 .....171 .....567 .........................83 ....... 70 ...... .542
TOTAL ........................22 years ...... 357 .....234 ... ..604 ........................137 ...... 72 ...... .656
MERZBACHER FILE
CAREER RECORDS
Big Ten (Career): 94-85
Big Ten (Regular Season at Ohio State): 83-70





















































William and Mary: 2-2
Wisconsin: 9-7
Ohio State’s women’s tennis program has undergone a dramatic improvement under the tutelage of 
head coach Chuck Merzbacher. 
 Before Merzbacher With Merzbacher
Big Ten Record (since ’82) ......... 36-120 (23%) ...................................83-70 (54%)
Highest Big Ten Finish ................ 7th (2x) .............................................T-1st 
All-Big Ten Selections ................. 2  ......................................................11 times, 5 student-athletes
Big Ten Athlete of the Year ......... 0 .......................................................2 times, 1 student-athlete
All-Americans ............................. 0 .......................................................2
NCAA Qualifiers
Team Tournament  ........................1 ........................................................8
Singles Tournament .....................0 ........................................................5 times, 2 student-athletes
Doubles Tournament  ...................1 ........................................................3
Most wins ...................................................20 (2010)
Consecutive wins .........................................9 (2000)
Consecutive home wins .............................14 (2002)
Most wins at home .....................................14 (2002)
Highest team ranking .................................17 (2010)
Highest singles ranking ............... 19 (Dascoli, 2001)
Highest doubles ranking .... 5 (Dascoli/Rincon, 2001)
SCHOOL RECORDS HELD BY MERZBACHER’S TEAMS
OHIO STATE: THEN AND NOW









Director of Tennis Operations
5th season
Lexington, Ohio, native Melissa Schaub, who spent the last five years on the 
coaching staff at Middle Tennessee State, joined the Ohio State women’s tennis 
program as an assistant coach in August. Schaub, a standout at the University of 
Tennessee, was an assistant coach for the Blue Raiders for four seasons before 
she was named head coach in August 2010.
Schaub played four years for the Volunteers (2003-06) and was an All-American 
and second team All-SEC selection as a freshman, finishing the year ranked sixth 
nationally. She struggled with injuries her sophomore and junior campaigns but 
posted 25 dual-match doubles wins. 
As a senior, Schaub played at Nos. 2 and 3 singles before moving into the top 
position in early April where she went 3-0 in the SEC tournament. She posted 70 
career doubles wins to rank in the Top 10 in program history and was ranked 44th 
in the NCAA in doubles her senior campaign. Schaub was a member of the SEC 
Good Works Team and SEC Academic Honor Roll as a senior. 
Schaub was a two-sport athlete at Lexington High School, playing both tennis 
and basketball. She won the Ohio state singles title as a senior when she led 
her squad to a third-place finish at the state tournament. She was a part of four 
conference and district championship squads during her career. Her brother, Ty, 
played for the Ohio State men’s tennis team and served as a captain as a senior 
when the Buckeyes were the NCAA runner-up. He is currently the assistant coach 
at Penn. Her father, who played tennis at Ohio University, is the teaching pro 
at Lakewood Racquet Club and boys and girls tennis coach at Lexington High 
School. 
Phil Zunshine is in his second season serving the role of volunteer assistant 
coach. Zunshine, a senior, attended Colby College in Waterville, Maine, for two 
years before transferring to Ohio State. 
The Columbus, Ohio, native served as captain of the Upper Arlington High School 
tennis team his senior season, helping lead the group to a state runner-up finish 
while earning team MVP honors. During his two seasons at Colby College, 
Zunshine earned a spot on the all-sportsmanship team in the New England Small 
College Athletic Conference.   
He has been coached by Ohio State head coach Chuck Merzbacher since 
Zunshine was 8 years old. Along with working in the Columbus area as a youth 
coach, Zunshine has coached at Ohio State tennis camps the past three years. 
Zunshine is majoring in history at Ohio State.
Carrie Smith enters her fifth year as the manager for the women’s tennis 
team. Smith serves a multitude of roles for the team, from organizing travel 
arrangements to overseeing alumni, community service and fundraiser programs. 
She also facilitates summer tournaments and camps for Ohio State, including the 
Campus Showdown and Summer ITA competitions. 
Smith is from South Bend, Ind., and graduated from Butler University. She has 
two sons, Nicholas and Andrew. 
Tennis has been a lifelong interest for Smith, and she is currently a member of 
four adult teams at the Olympic Tennis Club and Racquet Club.




Granite Bay, Calif. 





Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Kelsey used the fall to get more match 
experience that is critical for her to come off the bench for us in the spring.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Opened the fall with three singles wins at the Muirfield 
Collegiate Invitational … defeated Kayla Tuscany of Wright State, 6-1, 3-6, 1-0, to 
open the season before downing a pair of opponents from Ball State at the event 
... teamed with Tiffany Dittmer to post three doubles wins … picked up doubles 
victories against Akron’s Berestetska and Skhundina and Eastern Michigan’s 
Bhatia and Rivero in consolation action at the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional. 
2010-11 (Freshman season): Finished with a 7-7 singles record ... earned first 
collegiate victory against Kelly O’Connell of the University of Dayton in a 6-4, 
6-3, decision at the Eck Classic Oct. 2 … reached the singles finals at Ohio State 
Varsity Open before falling to teammate Fidan Manashirova … teamed with 
Manashirova at OSU Varsity Open to earn doubles title … wrapped up freshman 
campaign with a 5-2 doubles ledger … OSU Scholar-Athlete. 
Del Oro High School: Three-star recruit according to tennisrecruiting.net … two-
year starter for the Golden Eagles … played at No. 2 in singles as a freshman, No. 
1 as a junior … earned Sierra Foothill League MVP honors both years, as well as 
being named to the first-team All-SFL … competed with NorCal Girl’s 18 team in 
2008, winning the Gar Glenney Cup. 
Personal: Daughter of Dan and Donna Becker … has two younger siblings, Erin 
and Daniel … plans to attend graduate school … enjoys yoga, Pilates, shopping 
and hanging out with friends … active in multiple environmental awareness 
organizations in high school … graduated from Del Oro High with a 4.14 GPA, 
earning Magna Cum Laude honors and the President’s Award.
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Kara had a very solid fall with an especially 
strong performance at the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional. She made some tweaks 
in her game that have made a significant difference. She also played great dou-
bles with Kelsey Dieters.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Continued success from 20-win sophomore campaign by 
tying Tiffany Dittmer with a team-high six singles wins during the fall … advanced 
to Round of 16 at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional … downed 118th-ranked Zara Ha-
rutyunyan of Akron in the second round at the regional … also tallied six doubles 
wins, five alongside freshman Kelsey Dieters … joined with Dieters to notch a 
quarterfinals run at the Midwest Regional after downing duos from Illinois-Chica-
go and DePaul … upset 60th-ranked Fellerhoff and Shine of Louisville to finish in 
third place in doubles at the Muirfield Collegiate Invitational.
2010-11 (Sophomore season): Earned 21 singles wins and 17 doubles victories 
… finished with a 6-4 ledger in conference singles while notching seven wins in 
Big Ten doubles … joined with Noelle Malley throughout the majority of Big Ten 
doubles, posting a 6-3 record … played as high as No. 2 singles … earned first 
ranked singles win of collegiate career against No. 117 Breanne Smutko of Illinois 
March 27 …  shared the team lead in singles victories (9) with freshman Noelle 
Malley ... posted a trio of doubles victories, each coming alongside Malley ... ad-
vanced to the third round in singles at the USTA/ITA Midwest Championship be-
fore being bounced from the event by teammate Paloma Escobedo … Academic 
All-Big Ten … OSU Scholar-Athlete … named Most Improved. 
2009-10 (Freshman season): Battled through illness in the fall, limited to only five 
matches … posted first collegiate singles victory over Taylor Fournier of Michigan 
in the ASU Thunderbird Invitational Nov. 6 … earned a flawless 3-0 singles record 
and 2-0 doubles ledger in spring dual matches … competed at No. 6 singles in 
season-opening doubleheader against Xavier and Cleveland State Jan. 19, de-
feating opponents from both schools … joined with classmate Fidan Manashirova 
at No. 3 doubles against Xavier and Cleveland State, taking both matches … 
earned final win of season against Galina Vishnikina of California University (Pa.) 
Feb. 28 … finished with four singles and three doubles victories … OSU Scholar-
Athlete … recipient of the Coaches Award.
Durant High School: A tennisrecruiting.com five-star recruit … ranked as the No. 
56 prospect in the country, No. 20 in the Southeast and No. 12 in Florida … 
reached the quarterfinals of the USTA national Open Girls 18’s National Open in 
Naples and Tallahassee … as a junior, reached the finals of the USTA national 
Open Girls 16’s … led her USTA Intersectional team to an undefeated record 
junior year. 
Personal: Daughter of Heidi and Rick … both parents are horse trainers … has 
an older brother, Justin … multiple pets including horses, dogs and one donkey 
…  enjoys horseback riding, spinning and trips to the beach.










Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Kelsey got plenty of match experience this fall. 
She also used the time to improve her strength and conditioning.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Earned four singles wins during her inaugural fall 
campaign, including first collegiate victory against Dayton’s Claire McNulty, 6-1, 
6-2, in consolation action at the Muirfield Collegiate Tennis Invitational … picked 
up final win of fall against DePaul’s Kelsey Lawson in consolation at the USTA/
ITA Midwest Regional … tallied five doubles wins alongside Kara Cecil … joined 
with Cecil to notch a quarterfinal run at the Midwest Regional after downing duos 
from Illinois-Chicago and DePaul … upset 60th-ranked Fellerhoff and Shine of 
Louisville to finish third place in doubles at the Muirfield Invitational.
Rochester High School: Played No. 1 singles throughout her high school career, 
finishing with 107 wins, including a pair of undefeated seasons as a sophomore 
(25-0) and senior (29-0) … clinched Michigan Division I State Championship at 
No. 1 singles following sophomore and senior seasons … named Miss Tennis of 
Michigan following senior year … four-time regional and league champion … four-
time all-conference, first-team All-Michigan and All-Michigan Academic … three-
time team MVP … team captain as a junior and senior … 2011 National High 
School Tennis All-American … recipient of 2010 Jean and Jerry Hoxie Memorial 
Award … lists greatest sports thrill as being named 2011 Miss Tennis for the state 
of Michigan … a five-star recruit according to tennisrecruiting.net … ranked No. 1 
in state of Michigan, No. 6 in Great Lakes region and No. 35 nationally.
Personal: Daughter of Bob and Sue Dieters … would like to become a pharmacist 
… member of National Honor Society … graduated with Phi Beta Kappa and 
Magna Cum Laude honors … hobbies include listening to music, watching 
movies, running, dancing and scrapbooking … father Bob and uncle Jim played 
baseball at Oakland University … father coached the Rochester High School 
varsity baseball team for 22 years, winning a Michigan High School Athletic 
Association state championship in 1997, and was elected to the Michigan High 
School Baseball Coaches Hall of Fame in 2004 … nominated into National Youth 
Leadership Foundation. 
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Tiffany had a very productive fall, tying for the 
most matches of our players. She picked up extensive experience, including 
qualifying for the main draw at the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional. She came out of 
the summer stronger and she still got stronger during the fall.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Tied Kara Cecil with six singles victories in the fall … 
earned berth into main draw singles at the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional with wins 
over Marta Burak of Youngstown State and Natalia Kuvakina of Akron in qualify-
ing action … picked up five doubles wins, two alongside Noelle Malley and three 
with Kelsey Becker … downed a pair of opponents from Virginia Tech with Malley 
at the WVU Martha Thorn Invitational … defeated VT’s Lauten/Martinez-Marco, 
8-4, and Ivanovic/Blow, 9-7.
2010-11 (Freshman season): Earned seven singles victories in first season of 
action … earned a pair of singles wins at No. 6 during doubleheader against 
South Florida and Eastern Michigan … finished with four singles victories in the 
fall, including her first collegiate victory against Erin Filbrandt of the University of 
Dayton in a 6-0, 6-1, decision at the Eck Classic ... posted a first-round win at 
the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional Championships, defeating Western Michigan’s 
Amanda Moccia, 7-6 (6), 6-1 … earned a pair of doubles wins in the fall with part-
ner Kelsey Becker  … OSU Scholar-Athlete … recipient of the Coaches’ Award. 
Gymnasium Hochrad: Ranked No. 45 in Germany Girls Under-18 … member of 
eight Hamburg Girls championship teams … three-consecutive first place finishes 
in Hamburg Girls Championships … four-time winner of Hamburg High School 
team championships from 2006-09 … two-time third-place finisher in Hamburg 
Women’s Championships.
Personal: Daughter of Sabine and Torsten … also played field hockey from 1997-
2006 … plans to pursue a master’s degree and possibly study Spanish in Spain 
… involved with youth tennis, assisting officials at youth tournaments along with 
becoming a trainer for younger players.




Upper Arlington, Ohio 






Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Niki is taking time to redshirt the 2011-12 
season. She had surgery over the summer and will start hitting in the spring, but 
won’t be competing. It will still be a productive year for her.”
2011-12 (Fall Season): Did not face varsity competition … will redshirt 2011-12 
season.
Upper Arlington High School: Finished high school career with a 125-11 singles 
record … helped guide Upper Arlington to team state championships as a 
sophomore and again as a senior … won Ohio Division I State Championship 
in singles in 2010 and finished runner-up in 2011 … notched a 69-1 singles 
record last two years of high school … finished as runner-up in doubles at state 
championships as a junior … two-time National High School Tennis All-American 
… three-year team captain and four-time team MVP … three-time first team All-
Ohio … lists greatest sports thrill as winning state title junior year … won 2008 
Girls’ 16 National Open in singles in Ann Arbor, Mich. … took first at Girls’ 18 
USTA Regional in doubles in Columbus, Ohio, in 2011 … recipient of 2010 Ruth 
Johnson Sportsmanship Award … a five-star recruit according to tennisrecruiting.
net … ranked No. 1 in Ohio, No. 15 in Great Lakes region and No. 106 nationally. 
Personal: Daughter of Jim and Joan Flower … has two older sisters, Kirsten and 
Shannon … father Jim (1976-79) and sister Kirsten (2008-09) played tennis for 
Ohio State … Jim and Kirsten were the first father/daughter duo to earn All-Big 
Ten honors in tennis … sister Shannon is a goalkeeper on the Indiana University 
women’s soccer team … wishes to coach collegiate tennis, play professionally or 
join her father’s business as an investment manager after graduation … enjoys 
snowboarding, playing soccer and basketball, boating, watching movies and 
listening to music.
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Kelsey started to pick up her game toward the 
end of the fall, which will carry into the spring. She showed the kind of leadership 
we need for her to be the captain during the 2011-12 season.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Named captain for 2012 season … played a tough fall 
schedule with four of her six opponents coming from Big Ten schools … picked 
up a win against San Diego’s Anna Depenau at the Arizona State Thunderbird 
Invitational … earned three doubles wins, two alongside Noelle Malley and one 
with Kara Cecil … advanced to Round of 16 at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional with 
Malley after downing Jamieson and Allin of Illinois, 9-7, in the first round and 
Sulahain and Nguyen of Michigan, 8-5, in the second round.
2010-11 (Junior season): Earned second team All-Big Ten honors following 14-
win season in singles … played 10 matches at No. 1 singles following injury to 
Paloma Escobedo … picked up three wins against ranked opponents, includ-
ing Iowa’s Sonja Molnar (No. 114), Michigan State’s Amy Barton (No. 121) and 
Minnesota’s Natalia Pintusava (No. 74) … earned 12 doubles victories playing 
between No. 1 and No. 2 spots, including four Big Ten matches … teamed with 
Cami Hubbs to take down 19th-ranked Michigan State doubles tandem of Amy 
Barton and Marina Bohrer April 10 … ranked No. 125 nationally and No. 15 in 
Midwest Region and joined with Gabby Steele to form 50th-ranked doubles duo 
in first polls of 2011 ... named assistant captain for 2011 squad ... finished with 
four singles victories in the fall, including a 2-6, 6-3, 6-3 decision against Elena 
Chernyakova of Northwestern at the Arizona State Thunderbird ... posted a 6-2, 
2-6, 6-1 victory against Rachael White of Illinois at the USTA/ITA Midwest Region-
al Championship ... joined with Hubbs to record an 8-2 win against Jessica Stiles 
and Marni Venter of Kentucky at the Riviera/ITA All-American Championships ... 
posted four doubles victories in the fall, one with Hubbs and three with Gabby 
Steele … upset 10th-ranked doubles duo of Kristy Frilling and Shannon Mathews 
of Notre Dame with Gabby Steele in quarterfinals of ITA Midwest Regional … 
Academic All-Big Ten … OSU Scholar-Athlete.
2009-10 (Sophomore season): Shared the team lead for dual-match singles vic-
tories (19) with Kirsten Flower and Gabby Steele … finished with 23 singles wins, 
playing predominately at the No. 3 spot … along with Steele, led the team with a 
7-3 conference record … picked up victories against ranked opponents in three 
matches (No. 115 Amy Sargeant of Fresno State and No. 104 and 116 Lauren Lui 
of Northwestern) … began and ended the season on winning streaks, taking her 
first seven matches to begin the spring and wrapped up play on a five-match win 
streak … teamed with Cami Hubbs to form the top doubles tandem and earn 17 
doubles victories, including an 8-1 upset of No. 41 Julie Chao and Ana Guzman 
of Rice March 27 … joined Hubbs to reach the doubles quarterfinals at the ITA 
Midwest Regional … the duo combined to achieve a team-leading 5-2 record 
through the fall … advanced through pre-qualifying rounds in singles at the ITA 
Midwest Regional Championship with three wins … 2010 Buckeye Power Club 
award recipient … OSU Scholar-Athlete … Academic All-Big Ten.
2008-09 (Freshman season): Played predominantly in the lower half of the sin-
gles lineup in the spring season, going 7-4 in dual matches with a 4-1 mark at 
No. 6 singles … got stronger as the spring went on, winning her last four singles 
matches … 6-2, 6-2 win over Dana Larson of Wisconsin on the final day of the 
regular season proved big as the Buckeyes escaped with a 4-3 win … was part 
of the senior day sweep against Indiana, winning 6-2, 5-7, 1-0 (7) over Myriam 
Sopel at No. 6 singles … had an impressive fall campaign, picking up a team-best 
six singles wins … went undefeated in singles at the Hoosier Classic, including 
a straight set victory over Stephanie Wooten of Purdue on the final day … was 
5-3 in doubles … knocked off Gabriella Meija of Miami (Fla.) at the William and 
Mary Invitational … combined with Julie Voss to go 3-1 in doubles at the William 
and Mary Invitational … won opening-round singles match at the ITA Midwest 
Regional but was defeated by 78th-ranked Cosmina Ciobanu of Notre Dame in 
the second round. 
Oakwood: Won the Ohio Division II state title as a freshman and then led Oak-
wood to a team title as a sophomore … was the Division II state runner-up as a 
senior … took junior season off to participate in Nick Saviano High Performance 
Tennis Academy in Sunrise, Fla. … ranked as the No. 53 prospect in the country, 
No. 5 in the Great Lakes Region and No. 3 in Ohio as a graduating senior … was 
a three-time MVTCA All-Area Player of the Year … was nominated three times for 
the Rae Burick Women in Sports Award and was an honor student.








Elk Grove, Cal. 
Horizon Charter School
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Noelle made significant adjustments to her 
game this fall, which led to winning a championship at West Virginia’s Martha 
Thorn Invitational. She showed strong play throughout the first half of the year.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Tallied four singles wins during the fall, including a 4-0 
run to begin the season … picked up A Flight championship at WVU Martha 
Thorn Invitational after downing opponents from Youngstown State, Duquesne, 
Virginia Tech and West Virginia … defeated WVU’s Emily Mathis, 6-3, 6-3, to 
claim championship … advanced to Round of 16 at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional 
with Kelsey Haviland with victories over Jamieson and Allin of Illinois, 9-7, in the 
first round and Sulahain and Nguyen of Michigan, 8-5, in the second round.
2010-11 (Freshman season): Notched 11 singles wins and 17 doubles victories 
… teamed with Kara Cecil to post a team-leading 16-12 doubles record playing at 
the second and third spots, including a 9-2 home record and a 6-3 Big Ten ledger 
… saw time at the No. 5 and No. 6 singles position in dual season, nabbing wins 
at No. 6 against Iowa and Illinois … tied with Cecil in singles wins (9) during the 
fall, good for second on the team ... recorded first collegiate victory against Dylan 
Windom of Kansas, 7-6 (4), 6-1, at the Eck Tennis Classic Oct. 1 ... won singles 
title at the Big Green Invite with 22 points ... finished with four doubles victories in 
the fall … OSU Scholar-Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State: A five-star recruit according to tennisrecruiting.net … ranked 
38th nationally, second in the Plains region and first in Missouri in the 2010 
recruiting class … named Player of the Year in the Heart of America district.
Personal: Daughter of Mark and Luellen Malley … has two siblings, Jack and 
Jennifer … has not declared a major, but plans to attend medical school following 
graduation … enjoys spending time with her family and puppies, photography 
and traveling.
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “Fidan is proving she can play with anyone in the 
nation. She had one of the toughest schedules in the fall and showed she could 
handle it. She’s ready to lead in the spring.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Finished fall campaign with a trio of singles wins, including 
a 6-2, 6-4 upset of San Diego’s 55th-ranked Stephanie Hoffpauir at the Arizona 
State Thunderbird Invitational … teamed with Gabby Steele to lead the Buckeyes 
with four doubles victories … finished 2-1 at ASU Thunderbird with wins over 
opponents from Northern Arizona and Utah. 
2010-11 (Sophomore season): Set the pace for the Buckeyes in singles, leading 
the team throughout the season to finish with a 27-8 record (.771)… excelled 
at the No. 5 position, earning a 10-1 record … shared the team lead in Big Ten 
singles record with Cami Hubbs at 8-2 … found herself on the winning side of 
14-consecutive matches from Nov. 5 to Feb. 26 while dropping just two sets … 
ended season on a six-match winning streak … downed Wisconsin’s Jessica 
Seyferth in straight sets to help key a 4-3 Buckeye win in the quarterfinals of the 
Big Ten tournament …posted 10 doubles wins … teamed with classmate Gabby 
Steele to win seven of nine Big Ten doubles matches at mostly No. 3, including the 
final four of the regular season … finished with seven singles victories, compared 
to just two losses ... posted a flawless 4-0 record at the Big Green Invite … shared 
Most Valuable Player honors with Hubbs. 
2009-10 (Freshman season): Led the team in singles victories through most of 
the season before finishing with a 19-8 (.703) record … played primarily at No. 6 
(9-5), but competed as high as No. 4 (2-0) … finished with 22 doubles victories, 
second on the team behind Gabby Steele and tied with former Buckeye Amy 
Marzluff (1988) for seventh on the Ohio State freshman doubles wins list … 
joined with Steele to form the Buckeyes’ No. 3 doubles unit, earning a 16-9 (.640) 
record and a 4-6 (.400) conference ledger … combined with Kara Cecil, Kirsten 
Flower and Steele to win 11 of 13 doubles matches to open the dual-match 
season … began collegiate career by posting seven-consecutive victories … 
earned first title in Kentucky Invitational after defeating Hannah Blatt of Vanderbilt 
Oct. 9 … advanced through singles pre-qualifying at the ITA Midwest Regional 
Championship with three victories … won a team-high seven singles matches in 
the fall … teamed with Steele and Cecil to finish the fall with a 4-2 doubles record.
Horizon Charter School: A tennisrecruiting.com five-star recruit… ranked as the 
No. 29 prospect in the country, No. 8 in the Southwest and No. 8 in California… 
defeated eight blue chip prospects over the course of her junior career.
Personal: Daughter of Eddy and Shama… has an older brother, Azi, and older 
sister, Diana… born in Baku, Azerbaijan… started tennis at age 7… enjoys 
traveling, meeting new people and learning about foreign cultures. 





Summit Country Day School
Merzbacher’s Thoughts: “She had a good regional performance. Gabby 
showed she can line up across from anyone in the country. I look forward to her 
continued efforts to get stronger this season.”
2011-12 (Fall season): Earned two singles wins at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional 
to advance to Round of 16 … downed Stacey Lee of Northwestern and Chelcie 
Abajian of Illinois in first and second rounds, respectively … tallied three total 
singles wins in the fall … final victory came against Sianna Simmons of Arizona 
State at Arizona State Thunderbird Invitational … teamed with Fidan Manashirova 
to lead the Buckeyes with four doubles victories … finished 2-1 at ASU Thunderbird 
with wins over opponents from Northern Arizona and Utah.
2010-11 (Sophomore season): Surpassed the 20-win mark in singles for the 
second-consecutive year with 21… moved between the Nos. 2-4 spots in singles 
in the spring … dropped just one match at No. 4, finishing with a 9-1 record … 
notched six wins in conference play, including four of the last five in the regular 
season … claimed 16 doubles wins … teamed with Kelsey Haviland to earn 
eight wins and Fidan Manashirova for seven … finished with a team-leading 8-2 
doubles record in Big Ten matches … posted six singles victories in the fall ... 
advanced to the third round of the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional with wins against 
Margarita Sadovnikova of Youngstown State and Amy Allin of Illinois ... downed 
Northwestern’s Elena Chernyakova at the Arizona State Thunderbird, 6-2, 6-0 ... 
finished with four doubles victories in the fall, each coming alongside Haviland 
... advanced to the quarterfinals in doubles at the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional 
Championships, downing tandems from Michigan and Wisconsin before falling 
to 10th-ranked Kristy Frilling and Shannon Mathews of Notre Dame … Academic 
All-Big Ten … OSU Scholar-Athlete. 
2009-10 (Freshman season): Led the team in singles and doubles victories with 
25 and 23, respectively … 7-3 in Big Ten singles, including a 6-0, 6-1 win against 
Indiana’s Myriam Sopel in the Buckeyes’ 4-3 victory over the Hoosiers April 18 
… clinched 4-3 victory against No. 40 Rice March 27 with a 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 win 
against Ana Guzman …  dropped just two singles matches from Jan. 19 – April 
10 … teamed with classmate Fidan Manashirova in doubles most of the season, 
forming OSU’s No. 3 doubles unit and winning 19 matches …  finished second 
among all Big Ten freshmen in singles and doubles dual-match wins, behind only 
Mimi Nguyen of Michigan … tied with Kristy Dascoli for fifth on OSU’s freshman 
singles win list … sixth on OSU’s freshman doubles win list … advanced to flight 
final of first collegiate tournament at the Kentucky Invitational … defeated Taylor 
Fournier of Michigan in ITA Midwest Regional Championship before falling to No. 
56 Samantha Murray of Northwestern … finished second on the team with a 6-2 
singles record in the fall … combined with Paloma Escobedo and Manashirova to 
earn a 4-2 doubles record … OSU Scholar-Athlete. 
Summit Country Day High School: A tennisrecruiting.net five-star recruit … 
ranked as the No. 2 player in Ohio, No. 3 in the Great Lakes Region and No. 
24 nationally according to tennisrecruiting.net … won the Division II Ohio state 
singles championship as a junior … finished runner-up in the Division II Ohio 
state singles tournament freshman and senior years … helped her team finish 
as the Division II Ohio state runner-up as a sophomore … named team’s most 
valuable player four-consecutive years … Player of the Year in the Miami Valley 
Conference her junior year … four-time OHSAA state tournament participant … 
defeated current Buckeye Kelsey Haviland to win Ohio State Division II title as a 
junior… recognized by the Ohio State Senate with resolution No. 145 for state title 
… twice named Female Tennis Player of the Year by the local Women’s Sports 
Association… first team all-state three years.
